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Introduction
The Neighborhood Inspiration Report is intended to highlight the
conditions and attributes of the different neighborhoods along Lee
Highway and to identify building blocks for the formulation of land use
scenarios during the next phase of the study. The analysis takes place at
two geographic levels: the five neighborhood areas (see map at right) and
the entire corridor.

Lee Highway Neighborhoods
The neighborhoods along Lee Highway developed at different times as
the corridor evolved from large farms to the streetcar suburbs and post
WWII commuter suburbs. Before the Civil War, Lee Highway consisted
of large farms owned by prominent families, that were partially broken
up and portions sold off in smaller parcels to individual families. This
allowed for the creation of new communities, and with a growing
population, a greater need for better and more varied transportation
routes than the area’s rural farm lanes. The unpaved road named the
Georgetown - Fairfax Road, was the precursor to the modern Lee Highway.
The establishment of the Great Falls and Old Dominion Railroad in 1906
hastened the residential development along this route.
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Historical decisions, notably in land use planning, shaped the
development of communities throughout Arlington. In the early 20th
century, the County established exclusionary zoning districts that led
to racially divided subdivisions, particularly along Lee Highway. Zoning
districts that only permitted single-family detached houses were
established in white communities. Combined with land covenants (deed
restrictions) in some areas and racist lending practices, by banks and
other financial institutions, the intention was to keep African-Americans
out of those neighborhoods. The concentration of two-family and multifamily development was allowed in certain parts of the County that often
overlapped with areas where African-Americans were allowed to live.
Lee Highway’s Hall’s Hill/High View Park neighborhood, a longstanding
African American community, experienced this during the segregation
era. Physical walls were built to separate Hall’s Hill/High View Park
from adjacent white-only neighborhoods. The establishment, growth
and success of this neighborhood’s institutions relied on community
benevolence as county, state, and/or federal aid was nonexistent or slow
in coming. When the County’s first land use policy was adopted in the
early 1960s, it reinforced these historical zoning decisions, continuing
to limit opportunities for African American households seeking housing
along the corridor.

The impacts of the recent global COVID-19 pandemic, which has shed
further light on racial disparities, and the multiple acts of racial violence
toward African Americans, sparked a resonant call to action for our nation
to identify and address the systemic racism ingrained in our communities.
To view the Lee Highway communities through a racial equity lens, it
is important to recognize how historical decisions have impacted the
corridor. It is only with this base of knowledge and understanding that
the neighborhoods can be fully understood, and recommendations can
be developed for a land use vision that addresses past inequities and
creates an equitable and inclusive future for the corridor.
The Lee Highway neighborhoods are complex. Each area has its own
unique local culture, built form and urban functionality. Residents,
workers and visitors see and understand the neighborhoods along the
corridor differently – for their qualitative attributes such as the tenor of
human interaction in certain public spaces, the appreciation of amenities
or commercial features that are different from those found in other parts
of the County, and the way different ethnic groups or socioeconomic
segments of the population come together and interact in the area. The
planning team is deliberately examining the corridor’s physical evolution
(new urban form, improved public spaces, new community services and
amenities), the historical racial context that influenced that evolution,
and the preservation and enhancement of the qualitative attributes, that
make areas of Lee Highway distinctive and valuable.

Delineation of Neighborhood Areas
The Planning Study Area is divided into five smaller geographies in order to explore the variations in urban character along the corridor and to better understand community priorities and preferences of specific neighborhoods.
The delineation of these areas also allows for the recommendations of previously approved plans in Cherrydale and East Falls Church to be incorporated into the analysis.
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1
Area 1

Arlington - East Falls Church

Area 2

John M. Langston
Yorktown
Tara Leeway Heights
Leeway Overlee

Area 3

Waverly Hills
Donaldson Run
Old Dominion
Glebewood
Waycroft Woodlawn

Area 4

Cherrydale
Maywood

Area 5

North Highlands
Lyon Village
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This Report

Community Forum meetings and the 2020 Public Workshop. Staff
is keeping track of the community feedback received prior to the
project kick-off and will continue to refer to it in the discussions with
the community.

As Lee Highway is a long corridor (4.6 miles), five neighborhood areas
have been drawn to better understand and discuss the specific attributes,
physical conditions and aspirations of each area. These boundaries were
defined earlier in Phase 1 to organize neighborhood group discussions
and do not reflect formal boundaries established by the County. Portions
of each of the civic associations along Lee Highway are grouped in
these areas. This report presents an analysis of the five neighborhood
areas of Lee Highway, prepared by the Consultant and Staff team for
the Planning Study. Additionally, it presents the proposed 2050 vision
for each neighborhood area and preliminary suggestions for locations of
activity nodes (areas of more intensity, development and mix of uses),
along with generalized locations for open space needs and major multimodal connections. The analysis and ideas are based on the Existing
Conditions Analysis, the Cultural Resources Survey and recent dialogue
with Community Forum members and other stakeholders. This report is
the third and final task for phase one of the Planning Study.

Approach and Organization of the Neighborhood Analysis

The purpose of the neighborhood analysis is to establish a common
understanding of what we have and appreciate in our neighborhoods
today, a strong foundation on which to construct specific proposals for
what the areas can become tomorrow. The analysis will be a major input
into the formulation of land use scenarios (for future development) during
phase 2. In some areas of the corridor, the neighborhoods’ attributes
are well defined and highly appreciated by the community, and therefore
the preservation and enhancement of those attributes is a major factor
in defining the direction for future development. In other areas of the
corridor, especially in the core, the attributes are less distinctive, and so
the direction for future development will be more reliant on community
preferences, County policies, and the goals and ideas generated under
this study.
For each neighborhood area, this report includes the following:
•

•

Neighborhood Characterization and Planning Influences: An
analysis of the physical, historical and qualitative attributes of each
neighborhood area focused on identifying the key aspects that will
influence the planning of the area (around land use, transportation,
urban design, public spaces, facilities and schools, the environment,
building form and historic and cultural assets), the high-level
challenges in addressing community preferences and priorities
and the area’s potential to meet the planning goals. For additional
information on the general existing conditions along the corridor,
please refer to the comprehensive Existing Conditions Analysis
Report and/or overview of the report.
Neighborhood Aspirations – Listening to the Community’s Early
Ideas: A synthesis of the feedback that has been collected since the
project kick-off in 2019, which includes the 2019 Working Group and
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•

•

2019 Working Group and Community Forum Meetings: A
synthesis of ideas that emerged from 2019 interactions with the
Plan Lee Highway Working Group and Community Forum on land
use, public spaces, transportation & urban design, sustainability,
and economic vitality. Stakeholders proposed locations for
new business growth, residential densification and mixed-use
development. They also suggested enhancing connectivity to
and from destinations prioritized by cyclists, pedestrians and
transit riders. These ideas were shared more broadly with the
community to solicit input during an in-person workshop on
January 31 and February 1, 2020 and a digital workshop made
available on the project website thru February 25th.

•

2020 Public Workshop: A summary of the input from the
broader community on the emerging ideas (key community
preferences and priorities) from the 2019 Working Group and
Community Forum meetings, which were presented during the
in-person and digital workshop. A synthesis of more detailed
input received for each area can be found in the Appendix.

Guiding Ideas for Scenarios: The guiding ideas are organized
around the key planning elements and reflect on a combination of
factors including the existing condition analysis, feedback heard
to date, and opportunities and constraints of the neighborhood
areas. These ideas will inform alternative means of meeting the
stated goals of the Planning Study. While these are not the only
ideas that will be studied, they represent the current understanding
of important opportunities to be explored (as voiced by community
members and project stakeholders) and the major challenges to be
addressed in future planning alternatives. Ideas will be expressed
through two-dimensional plans/diagrams and 3-dimensional
illustrations in Phase 2.

Proposed 2050 Vision, Corridor Connections and
Destinations

For the overall corridor, this report provides early suggestions for
potential locations of activity nodes, as well as, generalized locations
where publicly accessible open space could occur to serve the activity
nodes and surrounding neighborhoods. It identifies major multi-modal
connections and the general routes for desired pedestrian and cycle
network enhancements to neighborhood level streets. This report also
includes a proposed vision for future development in each of the five
neighborhood areas, based on community feedback received to date.
The proposed vision for 2050 and preliminary ideas included herein are
general and are intended to be a starting point for discussion, as they will
be refined, and potentially changed, with community input during the land
use scenario analysis.

Phase 2: Learning from the Neighborhood
Analysis to Prepare Land Use Scenarios
The Neighborhood Analysis sets the parameters for formulating the
land use scenarios by defining the key attributes of each of the five
neighborhood areas, outlining community preferences and priorities, and
identifying the concepts to be studied. In phase 2, these concepts will
be combined into various alternatives that evaluate different land use
mixes and intensities within the activity nodes (in the core study area
and residential edges), along with strategic combinations for public open
spaces or other amenities and street and transit access improvements.
During the development of the land use scenarios, the planning team
will refer to the design ideas that are included in the 2016 Vision Study
and evaluate if those ideas are still relevant or if new ideas should be
explored.
The core areas, within the overall Planning Study area, are priority
areas with the most opportunity for change and in need of a vision.
These specific areas are located on or nearest to Lee Highway and are
designated commercial and multi-family on the County’s General Land
Use Plan. In the core, the planning team will evaluate land use scenarios
ranging from small or limited infill to larger redevelopment.
The residential edges are single-family areas adjacent to commercial
and multi-family development. In these areas, the planning team will
evaluate a) potential impacts from adjacent redevelopment in the core,
b) opportunities for additional housing types that transition appropriately
to the single-family areas, and c) opportunities for lot consolidation to
facilitate the redevelopment of narrow parcels along the Lee Highway
frontage. The team will also evaluate, in each of the neighborhood areas,
if the boundaries of residential edges should be expanded to include
additional single-family areas. Evaluation of these issues will be informed
by community feedback collected thus far.
Specific outcomes to be identified under each land use scenario may
include, but not be limited to, the following:
•

Land use mix

•

Development intensity (residential units and net commercial area)

•

Change in population and jobs

•

Affordable housing

•

Potential changes to student enrollment (in partnership with APS)

•

Urban form (general building types, approximate building heights,
net impervious coverage)

•

Road redesign (by development node) and transportation options

•

Public realm development including streetscape conditions

•

Amenities and public facilities (including walkable distribution of
spaces)

•

Amount of additional area provided for stormwater management

•

Rooftop solar potential and percent increase in tree canopy

•

Geographic areas of change to define extent of core areas and
residential edges

Why Study Land Use Scenarios?

Below is the general guidance for developing land use scenarios (under
each key planning element) based on the County’s adopted policies,
studies and initiatives.

economic and development feasibility of each concept,

•

potential for new development to achieve community improvements,

•

extent to which scenarios are consistent with community goals,

•

extent to which scenarios help further Countywide policy goals, and

•

likelihood and/or timing of changes to occur based on market
conditions.

The data compiled for each of the scenarios will highlight the advantages
and disadvantages of the land use and transportation alternatives, which
will be used to rank and compare the land use scenarios. Additionally,
it will highlight how well the scenarios balance nodal and corridor-wide
priorities.

What Else will Shape the Land Use Scenarios?

Besides the existing conditions of the areas along Lee Highway and
community preferences and priorities, several adopted County policies,
studies and initiatives that are currently underway, will also influence
the types of alternatives that the planning team will study for each
neighborhood area. These include the Master Transportation Plan,
Stormwater Master Plan, Community Energy Plan, Public Spaces Master
Plan and its sub-elements including the Public Art Master Plan, Natural
Resources, and Urban Forestry plans, Affordable Housing Master Plan,
Historic Preservation Master Plan, the Housing Conservation District
policy framework, and the Age Friendly Arlington Action Plan among
others. For a description of these, please refer to the Existing Conditions
Analysis Report.
In addition to these policies and initiatives, the County Board adopted
an equity resolution in September 2019. The County has introduced
a racial equity framework, RACE - Realizing Arlington’s Commitment
to Equity, which seeks to make equity a basic consideration in all
functions of County government. This framework’s initial focus is on the
County’s ongoing work to ensure that all individuals, including the most
disadvantaged populations, have access to information technology,
housing, and public health. The County’s emphasis on equity is vital to
addressing underlying issues with systemic racism, and, moving forward,
equity will be an important consideration as the land use scenarios
are developed, tested, and analyzed in Phase 2. During this phase, the
planning team will evaluate ways to incorporate the County’s racial equity
framework across the key planning elements, such as, land use and
housing.

•

The Housing Conservation District (HCD) study has focused on
preserving multifamily neighborhoods by balancing relaxed zoning
standards to foster their revitalization with housing affordability
commitments to mitigate the loss of market-rate affordable housing
(MARKs). The study’s objectives have attempted to address the rapid
pace of this loss over the past two decades, which has been due to
redevelopment and rising rental rates.

•

The HCD was adopted by the County Board in 2017 and consists of
12 HCD areas (six of which are in the Plan Lee Highway Planning
Study area).

•

There are many areas in the County outside of the existing planning
corridors and special planning districts – in addition to the HCD –
with aging, market-rate affordable multi-family housing stock.

•

Existing tools have not been sufficient to achieve the preservation of
MARKs nor encourage enough opportunities for new affordable and
moderate-income units when redevelopment occurs.

•

In keeping with the County’s goals for inclusion and equity, staff
sees the need for new multifamily development standards that
improve affordability and respect the surrounding context in all of
our multifamily communities with older, existing apartment buildings
– not just HCD areas.

•

Additionally, staff is examining the bonus density and height
provisions for multifamily RA districts (i.e., RA14-26, RA8-18, and
RA6-15) following the adoption of a zoning amendment related to
bonus density in November 2019.

•

Staff is developing a Multi-family Reinvestment Policy/Zoning Tool
as a refined approach to implement HCD policy goals while also
modernizing standards for other areas of Arlington County planned
and zoned for multi-family housing not identified in previous steps
in the HCD study. This new approach would streamline standards
to provide guidance for multifamily development in RA districts
that addresses density, building placement, affordability, parking,
housing diversity, and height. In the PLH Planning Study area, these
RA districts are located predominately in the six HCD areas.

•

The PLH land use scenario development will coincide with
development of policy guidance for RA districts Countywide.

•

The PLH land use scenarios will consider the new RA district policy
guidance to determine if the new Multi-family Reinvestment Tools
are consistent with the vision for the PLH areas, or if the PLH areas
should be removed from eligibility for the Countywide policy guidance
and considered instead for recommendations through the PLH Plan.

Land Use:
•

With community input, the planning team will identify areas
where a new vision is desired, the types of change appropriate for
those areas (including changes in development form), and where
transitions in use will be most sensitive.

•

The Planning Study will test market potential for different types of
development and uses, including retail and service uses, residential,
office, parking, and amenities, and their appropriate intensities and
locations.

By studying different land use scenarios, the planning team and the
community will have a better understanding of the:
•

Housing Conservation District

•

•

Options will be considered and feedback collected to help steer
towards a preferred concept for each area and the corridor, and
ultimately recommendations for new land use policies and zoning
regulations to include in the plan for Lee Highway.
Specific details for changes to the General Land Use Plan (GLUP) and
Zoning Ordinance to incentivize development would be developed
and considered through a separate implementation process after
the Lee Highway plan is adopted.

Economic Vitality:
•

Scenarios will provide a method to evaluate how much and what type
of development is needed to maintain a diverse base of (existing and
new) neighborhood-serving businesses.

•

The Planning Study will identify additional macro-economic trends
that may influence the Lee Highway business ecosystem and identify
additional opportunities for diversification.

Housing:
•

The planning team will identify opportunities for expanding housing
options to achieve a diverse mix of types, affordability, and tenure
(rent and owner-occupied).

•

By providing greater housing choices, developments can meet the
housing needs of increasingly diverse residents and household
types (such as young families, low- and moderate-income residents,
retirees, and people with disabilities).

•

In terms of affordability, this includes achieving housing for lower
and middle-income households.

•

Accommodating residents who want to age in the Lee Highway
community is another part of the goal for expanding housing options.
The physical environment presents barriers to elder health, wellbeing, and the ability to age in place. These include community
design that separates residential and commercial areas, the
absence of adequate alternative transportation services, and limited
accessible housing.
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Missing Middle Study

Public Schools, Facilities and Spaces:

•

The work to date on the Missing Middle Study will be brought into
PLH discussions as part of the land use scenarios.

•

The Planning Study will explore ways to improve connectivity between
public schools, facilities and spaces.

•

Both processes will continue to share findings to understand how
one informs the other.

•

•

The Planning Study will test the economic and development
feasibility of missing middle housing in the core study area and
residential edges only. Areas outside of the core and residential
edges will be analyzed as part of the Missing Middle Study.

Opportunities for connectivity improvements within existing ROW,
through acquisition of new ROW and/or a public space access
easement, will be identified.

Urban Design and Building Form:
•

The Planning Study will identify areas that will be impacted by
change and appropriate development and building forms that
enhance the neighborhoods and address transitions sensitively.

•

The Planning Study will also identify opportunities for additional
height and density to realize desired community improvements –
public spaces, affordability, and increased commercial and transit
options.

Transportation and Connectivity:
•

•

•

•

•

For Lee Highway, the Planning Study will identify the roadway
standards that need additional flexibility and strategies to achieve a
multimodal corridor. This means, wherever possible, balancing the
roadway (elements and dimensions) to better serve all modes of
travel including pedestrians, bicycles, buses and vehicles.
In coordination with VDOT, Lee Highway will be redesigned as a
complete street (streets that accommodate the transportation needs
of all surface-transportation users, motorists, transit riders, bicyclists
and pedestrians) while recognizing its continued role as a commuter
corridor.
Due to the limited right-of way width along certain segments of Lee
Highway, not all modes of travel can be accommodated equitably.
The Planning Study will evaluate the feasibility of acquiring additional
right-of-way and/or easements through redevelopment to meet
multimodal objectives.
The Planning Study will also identify necessary improvements to
the other surrounding and intersecting streets to Lee Highway (that
provide major multi-modal connections and general bicycle and
pedestrian routes), including ways to improve overall pedestrian and
cycle connectivity (including safer routes to schools), accommodate
on-street parking (where necessary), and increase access to transit
and public spaces throughout the study area.
The Planning Study will evaluate opportunities for accommodating
multiple modes of travel in addition to bicycles and buses. These
include electric bicycles and scooters, ride hailing and micro-transit
autonomous vehicles.
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•

The Planning Study will test the impact to student enrollment (and
other public facility needs) for new residential arising from the land
use scenarios.

•

The County’s existing inventory of educational, recreational and
cultural assets (land and buildings) will be evaluated to explore
opportunities for acquisition, expansion, renovation, redevelopment,
consolidation, and co-location of uses to steward public resources
and use them efficiently and creatively. One of the County’s goals,
for example, is to consolidate recreation facilities and activities that
are currently distributed throughout community centers into fewer,
larger recreation centers. The Planning Study will also explore ways
to integrate these assets into mixed-use community destinations.

•

•

The Planning Study will apply recently adopted Public Space Master
Plan recommendations for public amenities to guide and evaluate
the land use scenarios.

Historic and Cultural Resources:
•

•

•

In order to increase awareness of the corridor’s historic and cultural
resources, the County recently completed a Cultural Resources
Survey (CRS) of 120 resources in the Planning Study area.
The CRS includes an architectural survey of a number of existing
buildings, as well as, research on significant places, people, events
and stories that are linked to the corridor’s history and neighborhood
identities.
The Neighborhood Inspiration report identifies the significant
historic and cultural resources in each neighborhood area that were
surveyed. For more information on these resources, please refer to
the Historic and Cultural Resources Report.

•

The survey will be analyzed by staff to provide future
recommendations that are consistent with the policies of the
Historic Preservation Master Plan and Historic Resources Inventory
(HRI), regarding appropriate levels of preservation, interpretation,
documentation and storytelling techniques.

•

Resources with existing buildings, structures or physical features,
that are relevant to its story, may be recommended for full or partial
preservation:
•

Full preservation aims to preserve in place (i.e. restoration/
rehabilitation, exterior easement, local historic district
designation), retaining the historic building(s)/structure(s)/
physical feature(s) and its/their character-defining elements,
including setting.

•

Partial preservation aims to preserve in part, incorporating as
much of the historic building(s)/structure(s)/physical feature(s)
and its/their character-defining elements into the design of a
new building(s) on the site . Additionally, it could address the
preservation of a portion of an apartment complex.

•

For resources with existing building(s), structure(s) or physical
feature(s), the CRS will inform the types of scenarios (full or
partial redevelopment) that will be explored and will test the
economic and development feasibility of achieving full or partial
preservation.

Stories of resources with no existing buildings, structures or physical
features may be recommended to be interpreted on-site or nearby:
•

On-site Interpretation (integral) – Story describing the site’s
cultural contribution(s) is told on the property via creative means
(i.e., artwork, mural, educational interpretation, signage, historic
photographs, landscape design, virtual storytelling) in the
interior and/or exterior of the existing or proposed building(s) on
site.

•

Nearby Interpretation - Story memorializing the site’s cultural
contribution(s) in a nearby public space via creative means (i.e.,
artwork, mural, educational interpretation, signage, historic
photographs, landscape design, virtual storytelling).

•

The Planning Study will identify opportunities for incorporating
public art to highlight and celebrate the neighborhood’s history
and culture, while contributing to placemaking in those areas.

Sustainability and Resilience:
•

The Planning Study will evaluate ways to “green” Lee Highway while
enhancing biophilic amenities in adjacent neighborhoods.

•

The Planning Study will identify potential energy, stormwater and
tree canopy improvements and implementation strategies to achieve
goals.

•

The public spaces and stormwater management systems in the
Planning Study area will be evaluated as an interconnected network,
that together can work to minimize flooding impacts. This will
eventually be subject to engineering studies that will be conducted
as part of a separate effort, as the Lee Highway Planning Study
will primarily focus on the design and function of buildings and
spaces above-ground. The Lee Highway corridor is exceptionally
prone to extreme flooding during significant storms, and the County
is currently working on five watersheds that cross Lee Highway to
engineer flood mitigation. The PLH improvements/development must
be designed in a manner that does not impede those engineered
solutions.

•

New buildings and redevelopment will prioritize flood resilient design
and construction standards, energy efficiency and renewable energy
opportunities.

Overview of Neighborhood Characterization and Planning Influences
Below is an overview of the existing characteristics of each neighborhood area, focusing on key transportation and environmental conditions, building height and form, and the area’s development potential which will influence the planning
of these neighborhoods. The purpose of this overview is to highlight the key conditions that are similar across all neighborhood areas and those that are unique to each neighborhood area. A detailed summary of the characteristics and
planning influences for each area is included in the Neighborhood Analysis section of this report.

Transportation, Connectivity and Urban Design

Proximity and
Accessibility to Metro

Setbacks on
Lee Highway

Segment of Lee Highway

Neighborhood Area 1

Neighborhood Area 2

Neighborhood Area 4

Neighborhood Area 5

4 lanes of traffic (narrowest right-of-way), narrow concrete medians or striping, numerous curb cuts

4 lanes of traffic, medians that vary in size and
width

6 lanes of traffic (widest right-of-way), medians
that vary in size and width

•

Pedestrians and cyclists feel unwelcome and vulnerable - narrow sidewalks, no buffer from moving traffic, no dedicated bike lanes

•

In Area 3: Old Lee Highway, although numerous curb cuts, offers better environment for pedestrians – 2 lanes with slightly wider sidewalks and less
vehicular traffic

Best configuration and streetscape design (wider
sidewalks, street trees, on-street parking and
dedicated bike lanes in most areas) - most people
feel safe to walk and cross

Pedestrians and cyclists feel unwelcome and
vulnerable - narrow sidewalks, no buffer from
moving traffic, and dedicated bike lane in some
areas

Left turn lanes only exist at intersections with N.
Sycamore Street and Washington Boulevard

Left turn lanes only exist at intersections with N.
Harrison Street and N. George Mason Drive

Left turn lanes only exist at the intersection with N. Left turns interspersed with medians
Glebe Road

Portion south of N. Sycamore Street - slowest
posted speed on corridor yet highest traffic
volumes and highest collision rate, as a result of
multiple connections drivers use to access I-66 via
Washington Boulevard or Fairfax Drive

n/a

Intersection of Old Dominion Drive, Lee Highway
and Old Lee Highway - high number of collisions

•

Significantly setback with large surface parking areas in front and side yards or

•

Built along property line (or very close to street edge)

•

Buildings have little or no relationship to street (Except for mixed-use buildings on Westmoreland Street in EFC)

•

•

Proximity is not an issue, however,
accessibility is due to I-66 running through
Neighborhood Center District
Pedestrian improvements should be
prioritized for north and southwestern edge
of Metro Station parking lot

Five Points intersection has unresolved issues

Most buildings are closer to street edge and help
to frame street, contributing to urban village feel

•

Challenging due to distance and/or I-66 crossings separating area from Rosslyn-Ballston Metro corridor, however,

•

In Area 2: 22nd Street N. and 26th Street N. provide access to EFC metro; N. George Mason Drive provides access across I-66

•

In Area 3: N. Utah Street, N. Stafford Street and N. Glebe Road provide access across I-66

•

In Area 4: N. Quincy and N. Monroe Streets provide access across I-66

•

All roads providing access across I-66 should be evaluated and prioritized for pedestrian and bicycle improvements

East-west connectivity is strong both north and south of corridor, as neighborhoods are very well
connected - parallel bike routes feasible

Connectivity
(East-West)

Neighborhood Area 3

North of Lee Highway – strong east-west
connectivity in some neighborhoods and very
limited and difficult in others (due to steep
topography, golf course and large natural open
areas) - parallel bike routes are not feasible

North of Lee Highway - strong east-west
connectivity - parallel bike routes feasible

South of Lee Highway – good east-west connectivity overall except in areas where long blocks prevent
continuous connectivity - parallel bike routes somewhat challenging

•

Highest volume of traffic and highest number
of collisions particularly, intersection of
Spout Run Parkway and Lee Highway;

•

Segment with most potential for
incorporating protected bike lanes, wider
sidewalks and flexible lanes for buses

•

Significantly setback with large surface
parking areas in front and side yards or

•

Built along property line (or very close to
street edge)

•

Buildings have little or no relationship to
street

Within easy walking and biking distance to metro
and adjacent neighborhoods south and east
(including Georgetown via Custis Trail)

North of Lee Highway –
•

poor east-west connectivity - parallel bike
routes challenging

•

I-66 disconnects area from Arlington‘s
northern neighborhoods, furthermore, N.
Highlands is divided by I-66
South of Lee Highway - strong east-west
connectivity - parallel bike routes feasible

•
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Environment

Building
Form

Building
Tree Canopy,
Heights Impervious Areas and Flooding

Neighborhood Area 1

Neighborhood Area 2

Neighborhood Area 3

•

NCD Area (in EFC), Revitalization Area (in Cherrydale) and Core Areas - low tree canopy and high percentage of impervious surfaces due to parking lots

•

Neighborhoods - tree-lined roads and overall greater tree canopy and pervious areas

No documented stormwater or flooding issues

Low to mid-rise buildings (up to 6 stories)

•

Highly impervious commercial properties
contribute significant run-off downstream
influencing watersheds north and south of
corridor

•

Highly impervious commercial properties
contribute significant run-off downstream
into Windy Run, Donaldson Run, Lubber Run
and Spout Run watersheds

•

West of N. Harrison Street, for example,
area drains southward creating flooding
challenges in Westover Branch, Torreyson
Run, Little Pimmit East Branch, and Lubber
Run watersheds

•

Waverly Hills, Waycroft Woodlawn and
Cherrydale neighborhoods face particularly
acute flooding challenges, because they
receive most of run-off from core area

Low-rise buildings (up to 3 stories)

•

New mixed-use buildings in NCD have human •
scale and desirable urban form

•

Other buildings in District have human scale
but no desirable urban form

•

Low to high-rise buildings (up to 10 stories)

Buildings in core have human scale but no
desirable urban form

Variety of building forms, mass, heights and site
configurations, combined with large expansive
Many of the corridor’s gas stations and drive- parking lots, result in poorly integrated and
undefined public spaces
through businesses are also located along
this segment

Neighborhood Area 4

Neighborhood Area 5

Existing flooding and stormwater challenges in
Cherrydale on north side of Lee Highway and
south, along I-66, due to run-off from most of core
area in Waverly Hills neighborhood

Existing flooding and stormwater challenges, as a
result of Spout Run culvert

Low-rise buildings (up to 5 stories)

Low to high-rise buildings (up to 10 stories)

•

Historic commercial buildings and new
mixed-use buildings in Revitalization District
have human scale and desirable urban form

•

Other buildings in District have human scale
but no desirable urban form

Variety of building forms, mass, heights and site
configurations, combined with large expansive
parking lots, result in poorly integrated and
undefined public spaces

Development Potential

Parcels with most
opportunity for
redevelopment and/
or infill potential

Parcel
Sizes

Depth of
Redevelopment Areas

Neighborhood Area 1
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Neighborhood Area 2

Neighborhood Area 3

Depth of NCD area and Core area is small and provides less opportunity to increase development Depth of core area is large and provides an
density and height
opportunity to increase development density
and height

Neighborhood Area 4
Depth of Revitalization District area is small
and provides less opportunity to increase
development density and height

Neighborhood Area 5
•

Depth of core area is largest here

•

Depth and topography along I-66, offers
opportunity to increase development
density and height with ample distance
for appropriate height and mass
transitions

•

West side of N. Highlands – several large
parcels

•

Lyon Village – many small and shallow
parcels along Lee Highway

•

West side of N. Highlands – several large
parcels

•

Lyon Village – many small and shallow
parcels along Lee Highway

Districts and core area are surrounded by single family neighborhoods, making transition of height and mass more challenging

Mostly small and shallow parcels along Lee Highway

Exxon, Suntrust Bank and Verizon sites, as well
as, Metro Station north and south parking lots

Lee Harrison Shopping Center and parcels
where Safeway and Auto Zone are located

•

Several large parcels

•

Many small and shallow parcels along
Lee Highway

Horizons East and West Apartments, Wood-Lee
Arms apartments, Lee Heights Shops, Russell
Building and shopping centers where CVS and
Thirsty Bernie’s are located

Mostly small and shallow parcels along Lee
Highway

Safeway supermarket and Toyota and Honda
dealerships sites

Lyon Village Shopping Center, Park Adams and
Potomac Towers apartment sites

Overview of Neighborhood Aspirations
Below is an overview of the input received in 2020 from the broader community during an in-person workshop on January 31 and February 1, 2020 and a digital workshop made available on the project website thru February
25th. Participants were asked to provide feedback on the emerging ideas from the 2019 Working Group and Community Forum meetings. The purpose of this overview is to highlight the key community preferences and priorities
that are similar across all neighborhood areas and those that are unique to each neighborhood area. A detailed summary of the input is included in the Neighborhood Analysis section of this report.

Shared Neighborhood Aspirations

Neighborhood Specific Aspirations:

Neighborhood areas share similar aspirations for retaining existing
businesses and adding new businesses, along with mixed-use and
diverse housing stock, while enhancing Lee Highway and the public space
and transportation network. Overall, there is a shared sentiment in all
neighborhood areas that redevelopment must correspond with increased
transit service, a safe and continuous network of pedestrian and cycle
routes and facilities, additional open/gathering spaces, increased
school capacity and public facilities, enhanced stormwater infrastructure
and sustainability (energy efficiency). Many positively link height and
density with other added benefits, including affordability and increased
commercial and transit options. Many also support integrating public
facilities with retail, dining and other uses in mixed-use developments, to
provide additional opportunities for expanding community services. There
are also differing viewpoints, in all neighborhoods, on expanding housing
types in single-family areas (i.e. duplexes, triplexes) outside of the core
and residential edges. Regardless of the improved services, some feel
expanding housing types in single-family areas will negatively change the
neighborhoods.

Each neighborhood area has identified additional public space and
transportation priorities, as well as, specific preferences on future land
use, economic vitality, housing and historic and cultural resources.

Land Use, Economic Vitality and Housing
•

Strong support for encouraging mixed-use activity centers to
transform corridor into a walkable main street.

•

Strong support for diverse housing stock along corridor to increase
affordability, social diversity and ability to age in place.

•

Strong support for retaining existing businesses and adding
more neighborhood serving, family-oriented businesses that are
pedestrian friendly. In Neighborhood areas 2 and 3, strong support
for new businesses to be small in size.

Public Spaces, Transportation and/or Urban Design
•

Strong support for better and safer walking/biking accessibility and
safety, particularly on Lee Highway and other major arterials

•

Strong support for improved and increased transit services. In
neighborhood areas 4 and 5, strong support for dedicating the 3rd
lane on Lee Highway (going east towards Rosslyn) to transit.

•

Strong support for gathering in a variety of spaces

•

Strong support for a connection with nature through biophilic
designs, adding trees and reducing impervious surface areas

•

Strong support for density and taller buildings in these areas (midrise not high-rise) if parking is addressed (preferably underground),
transit access is improved, stormwater run-off is accounted for/
mitigated and/or reduced, and appropriate transitions in scale,
height and character are achieved (through the use of green spaces
and gradual height transitions)

Existing planning guidance – East Falls Church Area Plan

•

Land Use, Economic Vitality and Housing

Strong support for improving the aesthetics and function of the strip
commercial highway frontage

•

Strong concern over losing the Lee Center because of its services
and it’s easily accessible by foot

Neighborhood Area 1

•

•

Strong support for the implementation of the 2011 EFC Plan,
although some indicated, it was important to increase the density
and height that is currently allowed in the Neighborhood Center
District given that the area is served by Metro
Some support for changes in the areas outside of the Neighborhood
Center District, particularly the future land use of the residential
edges abutting the District and along the major transportation
corridors, which was different feedback than what was heard during
the EFC planning process

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design
•

Strong support for improving access to metro (particularly from the
west), the W&OD trail and nearby shops

Historic and Cultural Resources
•

Shared sentiment that the primary challenge will be to “restore the
finest elements of the old and overcome the mistakes of the past:
turning our transportation links into assets instead of liabilities;
using modern planning and design techniques to create a warm,
inviting, accessible and friendly community; and knitting together our
neighborhood with the rest of Arlington, Falls Church and the region
beyond.” (from the 2011 EFC Plan – EFC Planning Task Force)

Neighborhood Area 2

Public Spaces, Transportation and/or Urban Design
•

Strong support for acknowledging people will still drive cars in the
future

•

Strong support for improving parking areas (amount and/or
configuration) and pedestrian access at all commercial centers

Historic and Cultural Resources
•

Strong support to highlight history (buildings and stories) and culture
in neighborhoods through art

•

Strong support for roadway to not be called “Lee Highway”

•

Strong support to experience and expand the arts

•

Shared sentiment that the area should feel like a “front porch”
community, neighborly and welcoming. The core should have its own
distinct character, while the neighborhoods continue to be a place
where neighbors see and interact with each other regularly.

Neighborhood Area 3
Land Use, Economic Vitality and Housing
•

Strong support for seeing more businesses (with more parking) and/
or mixed-use at major intersections (like Lee Highway and N. Glebe
Road) and along both sides of Lee Highway and Old Dominion Drive,
west of N. Woodstock Street

•

Strong support for diverse housing types and increased densities
in core areas and residential edges, including new opportunities for
independent senior living

Land Use, Economic Vitality and Housing
•

Strong support for more businesses (with more parking) and mixeduse (mid-rise) on four corners (node) of Lee Highway and N. Harrison
Street, along Lee Highway and on N. George Mason Drive south of
Lee Highway
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Public Spaces, Transportation and/or Urban Design

Historic and Cultural Resources

•

•

Strong support for the Lee Heights Shops to continue to be the social
hub of activity in this area and be complemented by new indoor and
outdoor public gathering spaces and multi-use spaces in private
buildings

Historic and Cultural Resources

Shared interest for recognizing and highlighting the historical
importance of the area’s historic resources and in exploring how
the area’s historic “streetcar suburb” identity could be adapted for
modern urban living through high-performing transit service, mixeduse and residential densification

•

Strong support to highlight history (buildings and stories) and culture
in neighborhoods through art and tourism

Neighborhood Area 5

•

Strong support to experience and expand the arts

•

Shared sentiment that the most distinctive attributes of their
community in 2050 would be its mix of height, scales and
architectural forms and the integrated connection to nature through
lush greenery, open spaces, and natural stream valleys

•

Strong support for mixed-use in the northwest and southwest
corners of the intersection of Spout Run Parkway and Lee Highway
and along most of Lee Highway

•

Strong support for diversity of housing types, increased density and
redevelopment, on the west side of North Highlands. Differing points
of view on height of new development

•

In Lyon Village, along Lee Highway, more support for low and mid-rise
(not high-rise) development

Neighborhood Area 4

Existing planning guidance - Cherrydale Neighborhood Revitalization Plan

Land Use, Economic Vitality and Housing
•

Strong support for the Cherrydale Revitalization Plan and eagerness
to see it continue to be implemented

•

Strong support for multi-story, higher density and mixed-use
buildings along Lee Highway and incentivizing the production
of affordable units in exchange for density. However, different
viewpoints on height of new buildings.

•

Some support for additional mixed-use development in the areas
outside the Cherrydale Revitalization District boundary

•

Strong support for providing public parking off-street, as well as onstreet along Lee Highway, to support existing and new businesses

•

Many acknowledged that support for new local businesses, may
depend on increasing residential density, as well as, expanding
commercial zoning areas (for many of the parcels along Lee Highway
are shallow)

Public Spaces, Transportation and/or Urban Design
•

Strong support in seeing additional improvements to the Five Point
intersection for safety

•

Strong support for expanding Cherrydale Park and improving the
accessibility and visibility from Lee Highway
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Land Use, Economic Vitality and Housing

Public Spaces, Transportation and/or Urban Design
•

Strong support for improving access to undeveloped green spaces
along the edges, especially along Spout Run and GW Parkway that
touch the neighborhoods and street grid

Historic and Cultural Resources
•

Some support for highlighting the history of Frank Lyon’s planning
and vision, while recognizing the restrictive deeds in the area during
the segregation era. Additionally, desire to highlight the story of
growth and/or change of neighborhoods throughout the decades, as
well as, the history of early trolley cars and civil war trails

•

Shared interest for neighborhoods to be walkable, sustainable and
diverse in all ways (economic, social, activities, housing types) with
increased density in certain areas to acknowledge location near
metro and DC

Neighborhood Area 1 Characterization and Planning Influences
In 2011 Arlington County adopted the East Falls Church (EFC) Area Plan.
The Plan defines a Neighborhood Center District comprised of three key
geographical areas designated for mixed-use development (each with their
own specific character and role) that combined embody the overarching
vision, which is “to create an inviting, walkable neighborhood center that
will serve as an economic and social hub where people can live, work and
shop near transit while preserving and protecting the nearby existing singlefamily residential areas.” To implement the Plan, in 2011 the County also
established the EFC Neighborhood Center District as a Special Planning
District on the GLUP and amended the land use designations for parts of
the district. This Plan will continue to serve as the primary document guiding
development in the Neighborhood Center District.
Like in Cherrydale where another adopted plan guides development, Phase II
of the Planning Study will specifically focus on open space and transportation
improvements in East Falls Church, to apply a cohesive planning approach
for these corridor-wide elements. As part of the planning team’s assessment
of these elements, ideas for implementation will also be considered, which
could include reevaluating the existing planning guidance for the specific
areas, and adjacent properties, where the improvements are identified. The
planning team would strive to support the underlying goals of the East Falls
Church Area Plan. Recommendations for refinements and new ideas will be
generated with input from community members in those areas.

General Characteristics of the three subareas within the
Neighborhood Center District

The EFC Neighborhood Center District is the westernmost activity node
in the PLH study boundary. The three mixed-use areas are bisected by
Washington Blvd., Fairfax Drive, I-66 and Lee Highway, a challenge which
the EFC Plan seeks to address to create a cohesive urban environment.
Gateway Mixed-use area, west of Interstate 66 (I-66):
•

Includes a mix of established and more recent commercial (and
other) uses such as the Falls Church Volunteer Fire Department,
Cube Smart and the C&P Auto Service shop.

•

Distinctive features include the Westlee condominiums and Crescent
apartments, the Econo Lodge hotel and a segment of the W&OD trail.

•

Physically separated from the other two mixed-use areas by I-66 and
Metrorail’s Orange Line.

Transit Mixed-use area, east of I-66:
•

Includes the EFC Metro Station and the north and south parking lots
(the north parking lot is planned for future TOD redevelopment).

Arlington East Falls Church

Neighborhood Transition area, east of I-66, and north of the Metro station:
•

Includes commercial uses such as the Midas auto repair shop, a gas
station, and the Suntrust Bank, and low scale garden apartments,
townhouses and the historic Eastman-Fenwick House.

General Characteristics of the Residential Areas

Within the PLH Planning Study area boundary and outside of the
Neighborhood Center District, neighborhoods are primarily characterized
by single-family detached residences. The East Falls Church Plan
describes EFC as having a “variety of attractive parks, schools, and
other amenities that are interspersed with single- family detached
development.” Several of these single-family areas abut the Neighborhood
Center District including a new single-family residential development
(south of Washington Boulevard between N. Sycamore and N. Roosevelt
Streets) that is currently under construction.

The EFC Plan’s vision for the Neighborhood Transition area is to
concentrate mixed-use development at the intersection of Lee Highway
and I-66 and townhouse development between the mixed-use area and
the adjacent single-family homes, to support additional density while
establishing a proper transition of height. The former Suntrust Bank site
is currently being redeveloped into townhouses, which is consistent with
the Plan’s vision.
In the Transit Mixed-use Area:
•

The Metro Station’s north parking lot was changed from Public to
Medium Office-Apartment-Hotel to support the Plan’s vision for
transit-oriented development at the station.

•

The Metro Station parking lot on the south side of I-66, is currently
designated Public on the GLUP. This designation was not changed
at the time, as there did not seem to be market realities to realize
a transit-oriented mixed-use area in the near term, and there was
community desire to maintain a kiss-n-ride parking area.

Land Use and Zoning

In 1986, the County amended the land use designation of several parcels
in East Falls Church to guide future development in the EFC station area
and to provide assistance in managing vehicular and pedestrian traffic
and parking impacts anticipated with the opening of the Metro station
in June 1986. The land use was amended for the three parcels in the
Gateway Mixed-use Area from General Commercial/Service Industry to
Low Office-Apartment Hotel. The land use for the portion of land where
the W&OD trail is located was also amended from Service Commercial
to Public. The land use for three parcels in the Neighborhood Transition
area were changed from Low Residential (1-10 units/acre) and Service
Commercial to Low-Medium Residential. No changes were made to the
land use designation for the Metro station north and south parking lots in
1986.
In 2011, the County established the Neighborhood Center District on
the GLUP and amended the GLUP for additional areas east of I-66 to
implement the 2011 EFC Plan.

The rest of the planning study area (including the areas abutting the station
and the district, and along 26 Street N. and major transportation corridors)
are currently designated Low Residential (1-10 units/acre) on the GLUP.
Cohesive development is emerging in the Gateway Mixed-use area due to a
cluster of more recent development there. Overtime, as more sites redevelop
pursuant to the EFC vision for a mixed-use area, there will be more cohesion
for the entire Neighborhood Center District. The area’s proximity to Metro
offers great opportunity for transit-oriented development.

Public Spaces, Facilities & Schools

East Falls Church has four parks within its neighborhood boundary.
•

Tuckahoe Park and Charles E. Stewart Park provide recreational and
casual use amenities and are integrated within the single- family
residential area north of Lee Highway, east of I-66.

•

Tuckahoe Park is co-located with Tuckahoe Elementary, the only
school in the area and is the largest park on the west end of the
corridor with large playing fields, tennis courts, playground and
nature trails.

•

A small park, the W&OD Trail Bridge park exists southwest of I-66,
along the W&OD trail.

•

Isaac Crossman Park, at Four Mile Run, is near the Westlee
Condominiums and Crescent Apartment buildings.

In the Neighborhood Transition area:
•

The BB&T bank site and the Exxon site were changed from Service
Commercial to Low Office-Apartment-Hotel.

•

The former Suntrust Bank site was changed from Service Commercial
to Low-Medium Residential.

•

The Verizon site was also changed from Low Residential to LowMedium Residential.
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Four new public open spaces are proposed in the 2011 EFC Plan.
•

The main open space is proposed to be located at the north Metro
Station parking lot and is envisioned as a pedestrian plaza with
public art to encourage and facilitate public gatherings.

•

Two smaller spaces are proposed adjacent to the W&OD Trail, close
to Lee Highway, and are envisioned as extended linear parks with
public art and passive recreation.

•

Another open space is proposed on the Washington Boulevard
flyover, as part of a potential new west entrance to the Metrorail
Station.

The Planning Study will evaluate the EFC Plan’s proposed locations for
public open spaces to determine the best way to integrate them to the
corridorwide public space network.

The EFC Plan recommends streetscape improvements, pedestrian
connections and new bike lanes throughout the neighborhood along Lee
Highway, Sycamore Street, Washington Boulevard (west of Sycamore)
and Fairfax Drive to improve connectivity and safety. Priority pedestrian
improvements are identified for the north and southwestern edge of the
Metro Station parking lot.
The PLH Planning Study will evaluate, and identify additional
opportunities to achieve, the EFC Plan’s recommendations for improving
the connection and accessibility to the Metro Station. It will also evaluate
the Plan’s overall proposed transportation improvements to determine
the best way to integrate them to the corridorwide transportation
network.
The Neighborhood Center District has limited tree canopy and a
significant amount of impervious surfaces, primarily in areas with
commercial and low scale multi-family residential uses. This is largely the
result of large surface parking lots that serve these uses. There are no
documented stormwater or flooding issues in this area.

Additionally, EFC is served by Fire Station 6, which is located on the
northern side of Lee Highway (west of I-66).

Building Form

The segment of Lee Highway that is a four-lane road separated by a
concrete median or striping, begins at the County line and ends at
N. Military Road, which is beyond the boundaries of EFC. In EFC, left
turn lanes only exist at the intersections with N. Sycamore Street and
Washington Boulevard. The portion west of N. Sycamore Street has the
slowest posted speed on the corridor yet has one of the highest traffic
volumes and the highest collision rate (based on the combined collision
rate of the east and west sides). This is likely a result of the multiple
connections drivers use to access I-66, via Washington Boulevard or
Fairfax Drive, and high volume of traffic at these intersections. Sidewalks
along Lee Highway in this area are generally narrow and lack a protective
buffer between pedestrians and cars.
With the exception of the mixed-use buildings on Westmoreland Street,
most of the buildings in the Neighborhood Center District (particularly
along Lee Highway) are set back from the street (with surface parking in
the front and side yards), creating streetscapes that are not friendly for
pedestrians and cyclists.
No bicycle facilities are provided on this segment of Lee Highway. The
regional W&OD trail passes through the neighborhood west of I-66
provides access to the broader region by bike or foot. Sycamore Street
and parts of Washington Boulevard, John Marshall Drive and Fairfax Drive
also provide bicycle facilities. VDOT is currently constructing the W&OD
trail bridge over Lee Highway, which will provide a safer and continuous
pedestrian/bike connection to the trail without having to cross Lee
Highway.
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2137 N Westmoreland St
The Crescent

Environment

The EFC Plan proposes 3 different alternatives for the Metro Station
plaza. The Planning Study could evaluate, for example, which of
the alternatives integrates with the corridorwide public space and
pedestrian/bike network the best.

Transportation & Urban Design

terms of urban design and built form. Westmoreland Street is primarily
framed by mixed-use buildings up to six stories tall (the Crescent and
Westlee) with a range of ground floor uses, complemented by street trees
and on-street parking. Additionally, there is a work of public art on this
street - “Up and Down” by Graham Caldwell - that was created as part
of the site plan process for the Westlee Condominiums. These features
create a pedestrian-friendly streetscape condition and contribute to a
vibrant sense of community. The buildings transition gradually in height
and scale towards the adjacent single-family dwellings to the south
east. The Crescent apartments, 2137
forN Westmoreland
example,
hasMaps
no more than 2 stories
3/24/2020
St - Google
immediately adjacent to the single-family homes.

Buildings range in height and size throughout the Neighborhood Center
District. All commercial buildings, such as the Econo Lodge hotel and
Cube Smart, are standalone buildings that range from one to five stories
in height. About half of the commercial parcels are small and have a
maximum depth of 100 feet deep. The other half are deeper (between
200 and 600 feet) and have adequate frontage along Lee Highway.
Commercial parcels with the most opportunity for redevelopment and/or
infill potential are located east of I-66, which include the Exxon, Suntrust
Bank and Verizon sites.
The two mixed-use parcels on Westmoreland Street are bigger and
deeper than all other mixed-use parcels in the Planning Study area
(ranging between 65,000 and 120,000 sf). The Westlee and Crescent
buildings are both courtyard buildings in which the parking is partially
above and/or below ground and concealed from the street view. The
height of those buildings range between 2 and 6 stories. The parcels
identified for mixed-use in the 2011 EFC Plan, are intended to be a
maximum of six to nine stories in height.

3/24/2020

The Crescent Apartments
Arlington, Virginia
Google

2200 N Westmoreland St - Google Maps

2200 N Westmoreland St

Image capture: Aug 2019
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Westmoreland St

Street View

Residential building forms are primarily low rise, stand-alone multifamily
apartment buildings on parcels ranging between 13,000 and 157,000
sf. There are, however, two one-family detached homes and several onefamily attached (townhouse) developments in the Neighborhood Center
District.
The Metro Station north and south parking lots have the most opportunity
for redevelopment. The north parking lot is approximately 245,000 sf and
the south parking lot is approximately 60,000 sf.
The mixed-use buildings on Westmoreland Street provide a good model
for future development in this area, and the corridor as a whole, in
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aligns with this vision and sets a clear precedent for future development
in the Neighborhood Center District.
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began to service the area along the Southern Railway line. By 1895,
three stations were built in EFC. The following year, a parallel route was
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“rail town where neighborhood-oriented retail, commercial activities and
residential uses coexisted comfortably.” By the 1950s, the population
in the region began to increase significantly, making EFC a suburban
commuter town.
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Neighborhood Aspirations – Listening to the Community’s Early Ideas
2019 Working Group and Community Forum Meetings1

During the 2019 interactions with the PLH Working Group and Community
Forum, very limited input was provided from residents, businesses or
other stakeholders in the EFC area. The input that was received, however,
was focused on:
•

identifying locations for enhancing connectivity to and from key
destinations for cyclists, pedestrians and transit riders (as shown
in the concept below). The concept below designates portions of N.
Sycamore Street and John Marshall Drive and the entire 22nd Street
N. as desired pedestrian and bike connections.

2020 Public Workshop2

During the in-person and digital workshops in early 2020, more input
was collected from stakeholders in the EFC area. The input was focused
on land use and improvements to the public space and transportation
network for areas both within and outside of the Neighborhood Center
District.

•

•

Strong support for the implementation of the 2011 EFC Plan,
although some indicated, it was important to increase the density
and height that is currently allowed in the Neighborhood Center
District given that the area is served by Metro.

•

Strong support for the activity node to be more urban and vibrant.

•

Strong support for retaining existing businesses and the local vibe
while adding restaurants, small-scale entertainment venues, job
centers, flex office space (for tech businesses), we-work spaces,
small retail (serving daily needs) and a grocery store within the
Neighborhood Center District.

Land Use (Outside of the Neighborhood Center District):
•

Some support for changes in the areas outside of the Neighborhood
Center District, particularly the future land use of the residential
edges abutting the District and along the major transportation
corridors, which was different feedback than what was heard during
the EFC planning process.

1
The diagrams on the right represent a synthesis of ideas that emerged from 2019 interactions with
the Plan Lee Highway Working Group and Community Forum on land use, public spaces, transportation &
urban design, sustainability, and economic vitality. Stakeholders proposed locations for new business growth,
residential densification and mixed-use development. They also suggested enhancing connectivity to and
from destinations prioritized by cyclists, pedestrians and transit riders. These ideas were shared more broadly
with the community, to solicit input during an in-person workshop on January 31, and February 1, 2020 and a
digital workshop made available on the project website thru February 25th.
2
Shown here is a summary of the input (key community preferences and priorities) from the broader
community on the emerging ideas from the 2019 Working Group and Community Forum meetings, which were
presented during the in-person and digital workshop. A synthesis of more detailed input received for each area
can be found in the Appendix.
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New Businesses
New
Mixed-Use

Strong support for providing additional housing options (such as
small garden style apartments, townhouses, duplexes, triplexes,
quadplexes and accessory dwellings) that could be more affordable
than single-family dwellings, in the areas abutting the station, the
District, and along major transportation routes and 26th Street N.

•

Some support for adding other housing options in the larger Lee
Highway planning area, farther into the single-family neighborhoods.

•

Some support for allowing senior housing on the Tuckahoe
Elementary School and Bishop O’Connell High School sites, as an
additional use on those properties, to address the needs of the elder
population.

•

Strong support for achieving high quality design (to ensure
compatibility with adjacent existing areas of development) and
housing for a range of people, including seniors (to age-in place) and
the disabled.

Land Use (Inside Neighborhood Center District):
•

Some support for mixed-use buildings along major transportation
routes (i.e. Sycamore, Washington Blvd. and Lee Highway.) and
around the Metro Station to accommodate increased populations
and more businesses.

•

Strong support for “maintaining the residential feel in the
neighborhoods, against the backdrop of new development”.

•

Strong support for providing additional cultural uses (such as
a library), the renovation of the Lee Community Center and
maintaining the arts program in future development plans.

New Housing
Sensitive Edges
East Falls Church
Area Plan

Land Use Concept

Off Street Route
Planned Off
Street Route
On Street Route
Planned On
Street Route
Bike Lane
Planned Bike Lane
Desired
Pedestrian/Bike
Connection

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design:
•

Strong support for a range of open space types (such as parks and
plazas) and a community meeting space where people could gather,
that are adaptable for different uses and age ranges.

•

Strong support for the EFC Plan’s recommendation for utilizing the
air space over the I-66 bridge for public space.

•

Strong support for multi-modal connectivity and safer routes for
pedestrians and cyclists, especially when crossing Lee Highway and
I-66. Particular concern over bicycle speeding off the new bridge as
riders approach children in Benjamin Banneker Park.

•

Strong support for wider sidewalks and protected bike lanes for
children to get to school.

•

Strong support for improving access to metro (particularly from the
west), the W&OD trail and nearby shops.

•

Strong support for providing convenient transit service north to south
and from the neighborhood to the metro station and beyond was
also a top priority.

Desired
Pedestrian/Bike
Destination

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design Concept

•

Participants shared the sentiment that the primary challenge will be
to “restore the finest elements of the old and overcome the mistakes
of the past: turning our transportation links into assets instead of
liabilities; using modern planning and design techniques to create
a warm, inviting, accessible and friendly community; and knitting
together our neighborhood with the rest of Arlington, Falls Church
and the region beyond.” (from the 2011 EFC Plan – EFC Planning
Task Force)

Arlington East Falls Church

Guiding Ideas For Scenarios
Proposed 2050 Vision: As per the 2011 plan, East Falls Church will continue to evolve into a mixed-use and transit-oriented community. As a result, improving the public space network and multi-modal mobility will be a primary
focus of future study in Phase 2. This area will experience safer street crossings and improved pedestrian and cycle access to Metro and nearby parks and trails.
The planning team intends to study the following concepts associated with key planning elements established at the beginning of the study process. These concepts were derived from the synthesis of public engagement to date
as well as interactions with key stakeholders and the analysis of the existing conditions, opportunities and constraints of the neighborhood areas. These concepts will inform alternative means of meeting the stated goals of
the Planning Study. While these concepts are not the only ideas that will be studied in Phase 2, they represent the current understanding of important opportunities to be explored as voiced by residents, businesses and other
stakeholders, and the major challenges to be addressed in future planning alternatives.

Land Use

Transportation and Urban Design

Historic and Cultural Resources

•

•

Develop alternative streetscape conditions to continue, or transition
from, the planned streetscape included in the adopted EFC Plan to
the surrounding streets and Lee Highway.

•

•

Study ways to increase pedestrian and cyclist safety along and
across Lee Highway and along routes to schools.

•

Study ways to increase pedestrian and cyclist safety and enhance
connectivity at the intersection of Lee Highway and Washington
Boulevard and identify efforts to mitigate high vehicle speeds,
while taking into account recommendations in the EFC Plan and
implementation matrix.

If additional open space and transportation improvements beyond
the planned improvements included in the adopted EFC Plan are
identified through scenario planning, ideas for implementation will
also be considered, which could include reevaluating the existing
land use guidance for the specific areas, and adjacent properties,
where the improvements are identified. The planning team would
strive to support the underlying goals of the EFC Plan, with input
from community members on refinements or new, emerging ideas
for those areas.

Economic Vitality
•

Planning Study will focus on recommendations for open space and
transportation improvements.

Housing
•

•

Study ways to improve north-south connectivity and access, to the
W&OD trail and shops, when crossing I-66.

•

Explore recommendation #33 (in the EFC Plan) on complete streets
and use of private easement for widening public sidewalks in the
Neighborhood Center District.

•

Per the Bicycle Element of the MTP, explore the addition of bicycle
lanes on both sides of Lee Highway between Arlington/Falls Church
line and N. Sycamore Street.

Planning Study will focus on recommendations for open space and
transportation improvements.

Building Form

Public Schools, Facilities and Spaces

•

•

Planning Study will focus on recommendations for open space and
transportation improvements.

Arlington East Falls Church

Explore ways that existing and planned (in EFC Plan) new public
spaces in East Falls Church can be enhanced (to provide flexible
spaces and more amenities for different age ranges) and integrated
with the corridorwide public space network.

Study ways to incorporate and build on the history of East Falls
Church as a “rail town”, while transforming this area into a vibrant
community that capitalizes on its proximity to and connections with
the National Capital Region. In line with recommendation #11 of the
EFC Plan, this includes the railroad trestle that may become a Local
Historic District.

Sustainability and Resiliency
•

Subject to existing or designated curbside inlets, study ways to add
curbside rain gardens to streets intersecting Lee Highway in the
Neighborhood Center District.

•

Explore opportunities for adding street trees and spaces for tree
planting throughout the Neighborhood Center District, based on and
in line with recommendation #5 in the EFC Plan’s implementation
matrix.

•

Study ways to incorporate public spaces that can detain stormwater
run-off, where large stormwater flows cross Lee Highway (including
underground assets such as detention pipes and/or vaults).

•

Study ways to address energy efficiency and renewable energy
opportunities on public and private buildings to address climate
change.

•

Study (storm)water quality and runoff mitigation strategies, including
bioretention, green roofs, permeable pavement, and impervious
cover removal, tree canopy conservation and planting.
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Neighborhood Area 2 Characterization and Planning Influences
General Characteristics of the Core Area

In this area, there are several civic associations including John M.
Langston, Yorktown, Tara Leeway Heights and Leeway Overlee. The core
area is largely characterized by its commercial centers (such as the LeeHarrison and Garden City shopping centers), community facilities and
cultural assets including the Lee Community Center, Hall’s Hill/Highview
Park neighborhood, Fire Station 8 and the Langston Brown Community
Center. While the core area is primarily commercial, there are also several
multi-family developments, townhouses and single family homes. The
core area here is on average narrower than in other segments of Lee
Highway. Homes in the adjoining residential edges have very little buffer
area separating them from the adjacent shallow commercial lots.

The residential uses in this area are a mix of single-family, two-family,
townhouses and multi-family.
•

•

General Characteristics of the Residential Areas

Outside of the core area, neighborhoods are nearly all comprised of
single-family homes of varying size with tree-lined streets and undulating
topography. In the Leeway Overlee and John M. Langston areas, however,
there are also clusters of multi-family development. The street grid within
these neighborhoods is well-connected, with the notable exception of the
Hall’s Hill neighborhood, whose isolation from adjoining neighborhoods
was a defining feature of the area’s cultural history.

Single-family residential areas:
•

Located primarily outside of the core and are designated lowresidential (1-10 units/acre) in the GLUP.

•

Like other parts of the corridor, single-family homes can also be
found in the core areas where the land use designation allows
for more density.

Two-family, townhouses and multi-family residential areas:
•

Multi-family development is primarily located in the core areas of
Leeway Overlee and John M. Langston.

•

In Leeway Overlee, the cluster of multi-family development where
the Tuckahoe Apartments are located, are designated lowmedium residential (16-36 units/acre) in the GLUP.

•

In the John M. Langston area:
○ In the core, north of High View Park, there is a mix of single-family,
two family and multi-family development along N. Cameron Street.
These homes are designated low-medium residential in the GLUP.
○ Outside of the core, there is a mix of single-family and two family
homes, along N. Dinwiddie and N. Cameron Streets, that are
designated low residential (1-15 units/acre) in the GLUP.

Land Use and Zoning

This area is comprised primarily of neighborhood-serving commercial
uses, such as the Harris Teeter and Safeway Grocery Stores, which are
clustered near the intersection of Lee Highway and N. Harrison Street.
However, this part of the corridor also has unique establishments that
draw people from the broader region including Art House 7 (art school),
the Amalgamated Costume and Design Studio, and Bray and Scarff
(kitchen remodeling store). Locals’ favorites include Joe’s Place Pizza and
Pasta, District Taco, Caribbean Grill, Heidelberg Bakery, Peter Chang, Chill
Zone and Maya Bistro.
•

•

•

All of the commercial uses are concentrated in the core along Lee
Highway and portions of N. Harrison Street and N. George Mason
Drive.
The commercial uses are mostly designated service commercial
in the GLUP, however, there are a few that are designated low and
low-medium density residential (such as the businesses west of N.
Kensington Street and the Liberty Gas station west of the Tuckahoe
Apartments respectively).
The Planning Study will recommend changes to the GLUP and zoning
to match the Plan’s vision for those commercial sites, particularly, if
the vision is to encourage mixed-use or additional commercial along
Lee Highway.
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•

•

The concentration of two-family and multi-family development
in the Hall’s Hill/High View Park area, is a result of the County’s
exclusionary zoning during the segregation era. This type of
development was allowed in certain parts of the County that
often overlapped with areas where African-Americans were
allowed to live.

The Planning Study will recommend changes to the GLUP and zoning
to match the Plan’s vision for the residential areas in the core and
residential edges.

In this part of the corridor, there are three sites that serve as anchors
in the community. The mix of businesses at the Lee Harrison Shopping
Center is a major anchor at the Lee Highway and N. Harrison Street
intersection. The four corners at this intersection have the potential to
become a major social hub in the community. The Lee Community Center
and Langston Brown Community Center both anchor smaller social hubs
composed of neighborhood businesses, public facilities and public open
space.
The 2016 Visioning Study explored two scenarios for the Garden
City commercial strip center. The first scenario suggested the site be
redeveloped into a 3-story mixed-use building, whereas, the second
scenario suggested only cosmetic improvements to the building’s façade.
For the Safeway site at N. Harrison Street, the Vision Study also explored
a 4- story mixed-use building on the site.

Housing Conservation District Areas

This neighborhood area includes two small Housing Conservation District
(HCD) areas that encompass several two-family and multi-family homes,
classified as Market Rate Affordable (MARK) housing at the time the HCD
was established. One of the HCD areas is located in Leeway Overlee and
the other in the Hall’s Hill/High View Park area. (See Appendix for map
highlighting location of HCD areas)

Public Spaces, Facilities & Schools

This segment of the corridor features four of Lee Highway’s most
prominent and beloved public and private facilities: Overlee Pool, Lee
Community Center, Langston Brown Community Center and Fire Station
No. 8. The community centers provide special programs (i.e. Lee Arts
Center and Lee 55 + Center), meeting spaces and outdoor recreational
amenities. The Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) programs,
including the 55+ Center, will be moving out of the Lee Community
Center at the end of 2020. However, unless a different long-term plan is
considered for this site, DPR intends to keep or expand the existing park
at the Lee Center. The Virginia Hospital Center, a major private institution,
is located in the John M. Langston area. In this area there are four parks:
Hall’s Hill/Highview Park, Chestnut Hills Park, Greenbrier Park and Rock
Spring Park. These parks provide casual use and recreational amenities
with Rock Spring Park featuring a wooded area with walking paths along
a natural stream. Schools in this area include Yorktown High School and
the Secondary Program at Langston Brown Community Center. Accessing
these amenities can be a challenge for people needing to cross Lee
Highway.

Transportation & Urban Design

Lee Highway is at its narrowest in this neighborhood area. The right-ofway generally consists of four lanes of traffic separated in some places
by a narrow concrete median or striping. Left turn lanes only exist at
the intersections with N. Harrison Street and N. George Mason Drive.
Along the commercial properties there is a higher concentration of curb
cuts. This is due to the number of narrow properties that need access
off Lee Highway. Sidewalks are also narrow with few street trees and
little separation between pedestrians and adjacent moving vehicles.
Pedestrians and cyclists feel unwelcome and vulnerable on Lee Highway,
particularly the segment along the commercial properties.
The setbacks vary significantly in this neighborhood area.
•

Most of the commercial properties along Lee Highway have surface
parking areas that extend from back of sidewalk to the face of the
building. As a result, buildings are significantly set back from Lee
Highway and pedestrians feel unwelcome.
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•

•

•

Other commercial buildings are built along the property line, or very
close to the street edge (with parking in the rear or along the side).
Because the sidewalk is very narrow and there is no buffer between
the sidewalk and moving traffic, pedestrians feel unsafe.
The 2016 Visioning Study suggested improvements to the
streetscape along the Garden City Shopping Center, as part of the
redevelopment scenario for a 3-story mixed-use building. The study
proposed to place the bulk of the parking underground (accessed
from the rear) and change the configuration of the parking along the
front, from angled to parallel. This configuration increases the width
of the sidewalk between the parking and the storefronts, which in
turn gives the appearance that the building is closer to the street.
The Planning Study will evaluate the proposed recommendations as
part of the land use scenarios.
Single-family and multi-family areas throughout are setback further
from the street, except for the townhouse development along Lee
Highway, which is built very close to the property line.

East-west connectivity is strong both north and south of the corridor, as
the neighborhoods are very well connected across N. Harrison Street and
Lee Highway. As a result, parallel bicycle routes are feasible north and
south of Lee Highway. While the area overall is well connected, there are
a few commercial sites that are not directly accessible by the residential
areas abutting them. Residents living behind the Harrison Shopping
Center and Safeway site, for example, should be able to access the site
from the rear rather than having to walk or drive around to N. Harrison
Street or Lee Highway to access the site. This issue and the conditions
(i.e. narrow sidewalks) along Lee Highway and N. Harrison Street
discourage people from walking or biking to these destinations.
Proximity to the Metro in this area is not as close or direct as other parts
along the corridor further west or east. However, because there is good
street connectivity and bicycle routes are feasible, the connection to the
metro stations in East Falls Church (along 22nd Street N. and 26th Street
N.) and Ballston (along N. George Mason Drive) should be evaluated and
prioritized for pedestrian and bicycle improvements.

Building Form

Commercial buildings in this area range between one and three stories in
height. Nearly all commercial structures are stand-alone, however, there
are also several strip centers and three larger shopping centers. Many of
the corridor’s gas stations and drive-through businesses are also located
along this segment.
Stand-alone commercial structures and commercial strip centers:
•

Stand-alone commercial structures are located on parcels that range
between 10,000 sf to 64,000 sf.

•

Commercial strip centers are located on parcels that range between
13,400 sf to 102, 140 sf.

•

Most of the commercial stand-alone buildings and strip centers have
shallow lots, ranging between 100 and 130 feet in depth.

•

A few of the strip centers have deeper lots (ranging between 170 and
330 feet) but are much narrower in width (as low as 90 feet), which
means they have less frontage along Lee Highway.

•

•

Lee Highway is built along a natural ridge, which means most of
the properties along the corridor sit on a higher elevation point. The
commercial properties, which are highly impervious (due to large surface
parking areas), contribute significant run-off downstream influencing
watersheds north and south of the corridor. West of N. Harrison Street
for example, the area drains southward creating flooding challenges
in the Westover Branch, Torreyson Run, Little Pimmit East Branch, and
Lubber Run watersheds. The core area overall is characterized by low tree
canopy.
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Garden City commercial strip center:
•

is the largest in this area (approximately 2.3 acres).

•

is nearly 780 feet long but only 135 feet in depth.

•

the depth and number of individually owned parcels are two
major challenges to overcome for this site to redevelop.

Image capture: Aug 2019
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The shallow depth, narrow frontage and multiple property owners
of many of the area’s commercial stand-alone buildings and strip
centers complicate redevelopment efforts along this part of the
corridor.

Large commercial shopping centers are located at the intersection of N.
Harrison Street and Lee Highway.
•

The southwest quadrant, where the Autozone is located, is nearly
78,000 sf in size and has sufficient depth (approximately 200 feet)
and frontage (approximately 300 feet) along Lee Highway.

•

The parcel where the Safeway is located is approximately 134,000
sf with nearly 460 feet of frontage along Lee Highway and up to 400
feet of depth.

•

The Lee Harrison Shopping Center is the largest in this area (and
the corridor as a whole), with nearly 254,000 sf, over 1,100 feet of
frontage on Lee Highway and approximately 340 feet of depth.

•

The commercial shopping centers at this intersection, have the most
potential to accommodate larger-scale, mixed-use development that
can transition in a sensitive manner to the adjoining neighborhoods.

Environment

Heidelberg Pastry Shoppe

https://www.google.com/maps/@38.8963711,-77.1274202,3a,48.8y,196.64h,100.92t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1s-ieGKeS6pf0fzi9C79OdTA!2e0!7i16384!8i…

Garden City Shopping Center
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Residential building forms are primarily one- and two-story single-family
detached homes, however, in the core areas of Leeway-Overlee and Hall’s
Hill/High View Park there are additional housing types. These include
semi-detached homes, duplexes, townhouses, stacked-flats, and low-rise
apartment buildings that range between one and four stories in height.
•

•

•

Multi-family (Low-rise Apartment Buildings):
•

are all stand-alone buildings located on parcels that range
between 11,000 sf and 44,000 sf and have surface parking lots.

•

The largest multi-family sites are located in Leeway-Overlee
along Lee Highway.

•

In the Hall’s Hill/High View Park area, the multi-family buildings
are larger than the surrounding single and two-family homes,
and in some areas seem out of scale with their context.

Two Family (Semi-detached and Duplexes) and Single-family
Detached:
•

Semi-detached homes are located on parcels that are
approximately 3,500 sf each (with a total land area of 7,000 sf).

•

Duplexes are located on lots that range between 5,200 sf and
9,400 sf.

•

The older duplexes are non-conforming due to their lot area
being less than 7,000 sf.

•

Single-family detached, semi-detached and duplexes all have
front and rear yards, are built on similar size lots and are very
similar in scale.

•

Homes that have not had major renovations since their original
construction do not have garages or driveways. therefore,
residents park on the street.

•

More recent renovations and rebuilt homes often have a garage
incorporated into the building with a driveway connecting to the
street.

Single-family Attached (Townhouses):
•

Townhouses are similar in size to the multi-family buildings and
also seem out of scale with their context.

•

Garages are built along the front, which unfortunately, increases
the number of curb cuts on the street and negatively impacts
the pedestrian experience.
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Historic and Cultural Resources

was nonexistent or slow in coming. This area rarely received equivalent
infrastructure improvements (including installation of water and sewer
lines and paving of roadways) and their subdivisions were improved
mainly by their community’s goodwill and funding. The residents were
forced to develop their own self-sustaining network of services as they
were both unable to receive funding for support and banned from white
establishments in restrictive subdivisions developed on adjacent land.
For example, the Hall’s Hill Wall (Segregation Wall) was erected by
white homeowners to prevent African Americans from walking to school
through an adjacent white neighborhood. Despite facing severe racism
and institutional mistreatment, the neighborhood was strong. Several
black-owned businesses and institutions including the Calloway Church,
the former Sumner and Langston School sites, Mount Salvation Baptist
Church, Arlington County Fire Station No. 8, Grand United Order of Odd
Fellows and Hopewell Lodge were pivotal to the long term success of
the HHHVP neighborhood. All of these establishments helped the local
African American community flourish through segregation and the Jim
Crow era. Moore’s Barber Shop is an African-American business from
the segregation era that remains today. The history of Hall’s Hill/High
View Park continues to resonate strongly with African-Americans and
other Arlingtonians, both for the quality of life that residents were able to
achieve there during the segregation era, as well as for the isolation that
the community endured. The work of public art - The Family and Memory
Bricks by Winnie Owens-Hart - located on Lee Highway between N.
Dinwiddie and N. Cameron Streets, is reflective of the history and values
of this predominantly African-American community.

After the Civil War, the Hall estate, which now forms the nucleus of the
Hall’s Hill neighborhood south of Lee Highway, was broken up and sold
at below-market prices to former enslaved people. Later in 1892, the
Hall estate sold a 49-acre area adjacent to Hall’s Hill to a developer
who named the area High View Park and built and marketed homes
and building lots to African Americans. Since the mid-1960s, the two
neighborhoods of Hall’s Hill and High View Park have been known
collectively as Hall’s Hill/High View Park (HHHVP)). The establishment,
growth and success of this historically African American community
relied on collective benevolence as county, state, and/or federal aid

The Drug Fair, formerly located at 5401 Lee Highway (currently Iverson
Orthodontics) near the Yorktown and Leeway communities, was one of
the locations of the desegregation sit-ins during the summer of June
1960. The sit-ins were led by the Nonviolent Action Group (NAG), a group
started at Howard University, and their supporters. On June 22, 1960, the
sit-ins resulted in five major chains in Arlington to agree to desegregate
their lunch counters, causing a cascading effect as nearly all department
and chain stores in Arlington, Fairfax, and Alexandria, integrated their
lunch counters within a few days.

Before the Civil War, land surrounding Lee Highway consisted of
large farms owned by white families, many of whom held enslaved
laborers. These farms were partially broken up and sold off into
smaller parcels to individual families after the Civil War. Construction
of single-family residences began at the turn of the twentieth century,
largely because of the establishment of the railroad, streetcar lines,
and road access to the growing community to the immediate south
known as Fostoria (by 1907 the community was known as Highland
Park). Many of the first subdivisions in Arlington, in particular those
platted along transit corridors were largely white-only communities, with
racial deed restrictions sometimes written into the initial subdivision
plats. With easier access by car, in the mid-1920s a new subdivision,
“Overlee Knolls”, was constructed north of Washington Boulevard. In
the early 1930s, Overlee Knolls and Tuckahoe Village (east of North
Lexington and south of Lee Highway) were two major subdivisions.
Strip shopping centers, prominently sited at strategic intersections and
readily accessible by auto, were also constructed during this time to
accommodate the influx in population. In the mid-to-late 1930s, the great
influx of federal employees created a tremendous need for housing in the
Washington metropolitan area. The construction of the Arlington Hospital,
churches, and schools, located within walking distance of the railway and
streetcar lines, prompted generally white suburban development in the
area. Multiple subdivisions were constructed, including Larchmont, Tara,
Jackson Terrace, Parkhurst, Wynnewood, Lam’s Addition to Wynnewood,
Gladson Terrace, Leeway Heights, Broyhill Heights, and Harrison Estates.
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The diagram below depicts the locations of some of the sites researched during the Plan Lee Highway Cultural Resources Survey and the locations of currently designated
historic resources. The sites listed below, which are found within this neighborhood area, are considered to have contributed significantly to one or more facets of Lee
Highway’s history. The contribution of these resources may extend far beyond the architectural value of the building itself (in fact, in many instances the original building is no
longer extant) into the broader social, cultural and historical contexts of Lee Highway. Other significant sites in this area, which were previously researched and were not part
of the PLH Cultural Resources Survey, are not listed below. Additional information on the history of the corridor, including the development of its surrounding neighborhoods
and sites researched for this study, can be found in the Plan Lee Highway Historic and Cultural Resources Report.

Site
1

Garden City Shopping Center

2

Moore’s Barber Shop

3

Heidelberg Bakery

4

Calloway United Methodist Church

5

Mount Salvation Baptist Church

6

Sumner School No. 2 (Site)

7

Fire Station No. 8

8

Hall’s Hill Wall (Segregation Wall)

9

John M. Langston School (Site)

Rev. James E. Browne House

10 High View Park
11 E. Leslie Hamm House
12 Miss Allen’s Store (Site)
13 Judge Thomas R. Monroe Law Office
14 Hicks’ House (Site)

Moore’s Barber Shop
Source: AECOM, 2020

15 Hicks Market and Restaurant (Site)

Arlington County Local
Historic Districts (Local)**

16 Rev. James E. Browne House

National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)/
Virginia Landmarks Register (VLR)**

**For information about the different types of historic
designations and identification efforts and their implications on
development or requirements for preservation, please refer to
the Plan Lee Highway Existing Conditions Report.

NRHP/VLR Potentially Eligible**
Local and NRHP/VLR**
Planning Study Area
Open Space
Road
Metro Line
Metro Stop
John M. Langston, Yorktown, Tara Leeway Heights, Leeway Overlee

Judge Thomas R. Monroe Law Office
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Neighborhood Aspirations – Listening to the Community’s Early Ideas
2019 Working Group and Community Forum Meetings1
Land Use Concept 1:
• Some support for clustering new businesses within the commercial
areas between N. Edison St. and N. Jefferson St.
•

Some support for residential development along Lee Highway, west
of N. Jefferson St., and the southwest corner of the Lee Highway and
N. George Mason Dr. intersection.

•

Some support for mixed-use development at the Lee Center site,
with the intention of maintaining the Lee Center facility at that
location.

•

•

Strong support for more businesses (with more parking) and mixeduse on four corners (node) of Lee Highway and N. Harrison Street,
along Lee Highway and on N. George Mason Drive south of Lee
Highway.
•

Land Use Concept 2:
• Strong support for mixed-use development throughout the entire
core area.

Strong support for neighborhoods to continue to be “a place
where children play on the streets and people come together for
block parties”.

Strong support for density and taller buildings in these areas
(mid-rise not high-rise) if parking is addressed (preferably
underground), transit access is improved, stormwater run-off
is accounted for/mitigated and/or reduced, and appropriate
transitions in scale, height and character are achieved (through
the use of green spaces and gradual height transitions).

•

Some support for re-examining lot coverage.

Strong support for allowing a greater variety of housing types (in
the form of duplexes, triplexes and cottage housing) in parts of the
single-family areas north and south of the core area.

•

Some concern that parcels along Lee Highway are not deep
enough to provide appropriate transitions and underground
parking for mixed-use developments.

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design Concept:
• Strong support for designating entire length of Lee Highway as the
primary east-west pedestrian and bicycle connection in this area.

•

Some concern over changing single-family area near High View
Park into mixed-use and support a larger separation between
mixed-use and single-family (at a minimum a street width).

•

Some concern over many single-family in this section of
neighborhood already becoming rentals and putting strain on
parking and community.

•

•
•

Strong support for a secondary east-west connection along 26th
Street N and 22nd Street N.
Strong support for designating N. Edison Street, N. Lexington Street,
N. Nottingham Street, N. Florida Street and N. Harrison Street as
desired north-south pedestrian and bicycle connections.

2020 Public Workshop2
Land Use:
• Participants referred to their neighborhoods as “front porch”
communities, where neighbors see and interact with each other
regularly.
•

Strong support for expanding that feeling in the commercial core
areas, where people feel welcome.

•

No support for core to look like any other part of Arlington that’s
under redevelopment, “with tall buildings that have no character
and all the same businesses.”

1
The diagrams on the right represent a synthesis of ideas that emerged from 2019 interactions with the Plan Lee
Highway Working Group and Community Forum on land use, public spaces, transportation & urban design, sustainability,
and economic vitality. Stakeholders proposed locations for new business growth, residential densification and mixed-use
development. They also suggested enhancing connectivity to and from destinations prioritized by cyclists, pedestrians and
transit riders. These ideas were shared more broadly with the community, to solicit input during an in-person workshop on
January 31, and February 1, 2020 and a digital workshop made available on the project website thru February 25th.
2
Shown here is a summary of the input (key community preferences and priorities) from the broader

•

Strong support for retaining existing businesses and adding more
neighborhood serving, family-oriented businesses that are smaller in
size and pedestrian friendly. Less support for converting businesses
along Lee Highway to purely residential.

•

Strong support for improving the aesthetics and function of the
strip commercial highway frontage, including some support for
establishing an “aesthetic code” encouraging an extension of the
arts and craft style from the residential areas.

•

•

Strong concern over losing the Lee Center because of its services
and it’s easily accessible by foot. Some interest in redeveloping the
Lee Center site into mixed-use, with the opportunity of expanding
and improving the Lee Arts Center as part of the new development.
Differing points of view on expanding housing types in single-family
areas (i.e. duplexes, triplexes):
•

Many support it because it provides housing for a range of
people, including middle and low income, first time home
buyers, seniors wishing to age-in place and disabled.

•

Some oppose it because it changes character of neighborhood
(front porch neighborhood) and strains parking and schools,
which can hurt resale of homes.

•

Some concern over loss of sunlight, trees and green space and
increased traffic on local streets.

•

Some support new types of housing if small (similar in scale
and character with existing 1930s single-family), affordable and
energy efficient and if parking is addressed (on-street and onsite).

•

Some support incentives to renovate single-family homes to
avoid tear-downs and rebuild. If rebuilding, limit square footage
for environmental and other reasons.

•

Some want the historic housing to be preserved (particularly N.
Madison and N. McKinley Streets).

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design:
• Strong support for better and safer walking/biking accessibility (i.e.
adding and widening sidewalks and trail connections) to nearby
shops/restaurants, healthcare services/hospital, schools, libraries,
Overlee Pool, parks, friends’/neighbors’ houses, community centers,
Donaldson Run, Tysons, as well as, employment centers and transit
(metro, etc.).
•

Strong support for addressing Lee Highway (and other major
arterials) bicycle and pedestrian safety: easier and safer signalized
crossings (i.e. walk signals better coordinated with traffic conditions
and red lights), reduced speeds, separation between bikes and cars,
improved lighting, wider sidewalks, trees and larger landscaped
medians (for pedestrian stop points, beautification, stormwater and
turn lanes)

•

Strong support for adding capital bike share stations, bike zones
and bike parking areas in businesses and establishing a bike route
parallel to Lee Highway and N/S connections to Custis Trail. Some
concern that it may be dangerous to add a bike lane on 26th Street
with parked cars, as road is too busy.

•

Strong support for transit service to connect:
•

Lee Highway neighborhoods to Lee-Harrison Center, metro,
employment centers, the RB Corridor, Tysons and DC

•

Neighborhoods north of Lee Highway to south of Lee Highway

•

Hospital to metro

•

Lee Arts Center to retail

community on the emerging ideas from the 2019 Working Group and Community Forum meetings, which were
presented during the in-person and digital workshop. A synthesis of more detailed input received for each area
can be found in the Appendix.
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•

Strong support for improved transit services (bus stop amenities,
bus frequency), better accessibility to larger transit hubs, and better
information, communication and wayfinding at bus stops (schedule,
fare, routes) in more languages.

•

Strong support for gathering in outdoor and semi-public spaces,
greenways, fields, playgrounds, parks, neighborhood streets (front
porch, block parties), as well as, community facilities and libraries.

•

Some support for additional park space somewhere between East
Falls Church and the Lee Center.

•

Strong support for buildings (including by-right development) along
Lee Highway to:
•

be closer to the street (parking in rear or underground),

•

widen sidewalks, where right-of-way is less limited, for outdoor
dining and

•

reduce curb cuts and improve streetscape.

•

Strong support for acknowledging people will still drive cars in the
future.

•

Strong support for improving parking areas (amount and/or
configuration) and pedestrian access at all commercial centers
(especially Harris Teeter and Garden City), Langston Brown CC,
hospital, Chestnut Hill Park, and Yorktown High School.

•

Land Use Concept 1

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design Concept
Off Street Route

Strong support to underground utilities.

Planned On
Street Route
Desired Pedestrian/Bike Connection

Additional Input:
• Strong support for a connection with nature (preservation of tree
canopy, more trees, open space, and greenery).
•

Strong support to highlight history (buildings and stories) in
neighborhood through art and signage and exploring historic district
(State not Local) to provide financial incentive for preservation.

•

Strong support for roadway to not be called “Lee Highway”.

•

Strong support to experience and expand the arts (fine arts, visual
arts and performing arts).

Planned Off
Street Route

On Street Route

Bike Lane

Planned Bike Lane
Desired Pedestrian/Bike Destination

Land Use Concept 2

New
Businesses

John M. Langston, Yorktown, Tara Leeway Heights, Leeway Overlee

New
Mixed-Use

New Housing

Sensitive Edges
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Guiding Ideas For Scenarios
Proposed 2050 Vision: This area will build on its “front porch” neighborly identity by transforming Lee Highway and the emerging social hubs (surrounding its community centers and the N. Harrison Street intersection), into
welcoming, walkable, and cyclable destinations of low to medium intensity. The buildings in the core area will have its own distinct character (that compliments the surrounding neighborhood) and diverse businesses, while the
neighborhoods continue to be “a place where children play on the streets and people come together for block parties”.
The planning team intends to study the following concepts associated with key planning elements established at the beginning of the study process. These concepts were derived from the synthesis of public engagement to date
as well as interactions with key stakeholders and the analysis of the existing conditions, opportunities and constraints of the neighborhood areas. These concepts will inform alternative means of meeting the stated goals of
the Planning Study. While these concepts are not the only ideas that will be studied in Phase 2, they represent the current understanding of important opportunities to be explored as voiced by residents, businesses and other
stakeholders and the major challenges to be addressed in future planning alternatives.

Land Use
•

Explore combinations of mixed-use redevelopment and/or infill
development at the N. Harrison Street and Lee Highway intersection.

•

Explore commercial infill development at the N. Harrison St. and Lee
Highway intersection.

•

Evaluate the 2016 Vision Study’s recommendations for the Safeway
site, across the Lee Harrison Shopping Center, and the Garden City
commercial strip center sites.

•

Explore combinations of mixed-use redevelopment and/or infill
development along Lee Highway.

•

Study potential for parcel consolidation of shallow parcels with
frontage on main corridors, and the adjoining parcels within the
same block, to achieve more realistic redevelopment and/or provide
space for transitional development.

•

•

Per PSMP recommendation 1.5.3., explore opportunities for the
expansion, redevelopment and co-location of uses at the Lee Center
and Langston Brown Community Center sites, to steward the public
resources, use them efficiently and creatively, and potentially
integrate them into mixed-use community destinations.

•

•

•

Explore ways to accommodate a full range (types and formats) of
neighborhood serving uses, in addition to retail, restaurants, cafes
and personal services that are accessible to all modes of travel.

•

Test-fit opportunities for larger format retail, through the land use
scenarios, that are compatible with the desired vision for each area.

•

Evaluate ways commercial areas can provide opportunities for third
place destinations - those spaces where people congregate that are
outside of the home and workplace.
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Explore opportunities for zoning to accommodate arts (fine arts,
visual arts and performing arts) and cultural uses.

Building Form
•

Explore design techniques that achieve appropriate height and mass
transitions - from taller buildings in the core that gradually transition
down to the single-family areas.

•

Explore options that illustrate the benefits of parcel consolidation as
well as options that rely less on consolidation.

•

In the Hall’s Hill/High View Park core area, explore multi-unit (i.e.
duplex or triplex) building forms that fit the style of the homes that
surround it.

•

Explore buffers on smaller parcels between new development and
existing neighborhoods.
Refer to the 2016 Visioning Study for the suggested development
pattern and building forms for this area.

•

Explore mid-rise apartments within larger redevelopment parcels
in the core, particularly at the N. Harrison Street and Lee Highway
intersection.

•

•

Study appropriate areas to integrate missing middle housing types
in the core and in residential edges (including duplexes, triplexes,
fourplexes and apartment buildings). Study ways the missing
middle types can be integrated in the residential edges adjacent to
commercial/mixed-use/high-density areas, as well as, the edges of
the higher intensity use to help with transitions in scale to singlefamily areas.

Transportation and Urban Design

•

•

Explore different parking strategies that can provide flexibility over
time as demand for parking changes and new mobility options
emerge, as well as, better parking access and configuration in
commercial areas.

Housing

Explore increasing residential density in the core and in residential
edges adjacent to commercial/mixed-use/higher-density areas.

Economic Vitality

Study ways buildings can be designed and entitled to provide
flexible ground floor space that can respond to market changes and
accommodate different uses other than traditional retail.

Evaluate the potential of HCD sites to maintain existing MARKs and
explore redevelopment options that provide new affordable units, in
line with HCD policy development. Explore potential of other sites to
provide affordable housing, including in mixed-use developments.
And, evaluate how other planning goals can be met with affordability
goals.

•

Explore opportunities for removing concrete medians and narrowing
lanes to calm traffic and allow for protected bicycle facilities on Lee
Highway.

•

Explore opportunities to reduce curb cuts and create wider sidewalks
and space for street trees and streetscape amenities on parcels with
frontage along Lee Highway and other major arterials.

•

Explore flexible lanes for transit facilities, such as peak hour bus,
and/or HOV only lanes on Lee Highway and other major arterials.

•

Explore opportunities for enhancing 22nd Street N. and 26th Street
N. as connecting parallel pedestrian and bicycle networks within
neighborhoods.

•

Explore transit and bicycle connections to the East Falls Church and
Ballston metro.

John M. Langston, Yorktown, Tara Leeway Heights, Leeway Overlee

•

•

Explore opportunities to provide direct access to commercial sites
(particularly the Lee Harrison Center Shopping Center and Safeway
sites) for abutting residential areas, through redevelopment, to
provide easier access while reducing the number of vehicles that
spill out onto the main corridors.
Refer to and evaluate the 2016 Visioning Study suggested
streetscape improvements to the Garden City Shopping Center.

Sustainability and Resiliency
•

In the core, explore ways to reduce impervious coverage and retain/
increase tree canopy, through redevelopment and tree planting
space creation, to enhance the connection to nature.

•

Subject to existing or designated curbside inlets, study ways to add
curbside rain gardens to streets intersecting Lee Highway in core
area.

•

Study ways to incorporate public spaces that can detain stormwater
run-off where large stormwater flows cross Lee highway (including
underground assets such as detention pipes and/or vaults).

Public Schools, Facilities and Spaces
•

Explore ways to transform the Lee Highway and N. Harrison St.
Intersection into a major social hub that incorporates public space,
neighborhood serving commercial and potentially public facilities.

•

Study ways to address energy efficiency and renewable energy
opportunities on public and private buildings to address climate
change.

•

Explore ways to incorporate publicly accessible open spaces along
Lee Highway.

•

Study (storm)water quality and runoff mitigation strategies including
bioretention, green roofs, permeable pavement, and impervious
cover removal, tree canopy conservation and planting.

Historic and Cultural Resources
•

Explore ways to incorporate the Hall’s Hill/High View Park narrative
into the Lee Highway streetscape design.

•

Explore ways to integrate interpretive public art experiences and
signage into the network of public spaces and gathering areas that
highlight important historic resources, events and Hall’s Hill/High
View Park history.

•

Explore ways to incorporate community gardens that acknowledge
agriculture and gardens within early subdivisions into social hubs
and or public spaces.

John M. Langston, Yorktown, Tara Leeway Heights, Leeway Overlee
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Neighborhood Area 3 Characterization and Planning Influences
General Characteristics of the Core Area

In this activity node, there are several neighborhoods including Waverly
Hills, Old Dominion, Donaldson Run, Waycroft Woodlawn and Glebewood.
Most of the PLH Core Area is within the Waverly Hills neighborhood. The
unique characteristics of this activity node include its central location in
the Planning Study area, its high degree of connectedness to Arlington’s
northern and southern neighborhoods (via Glebe Road), its popular sociocommercial destinations (e.g., Lee Heights Shops), and the dramatic
views it offers to D.C. and surrounding areas being at the highest
elevation point of the corridor.
The Core Area is wide in this segment given the split of Lee Highway into
Old Dominion Drive at the western edge of Cherrydale, to the north, and
the continuation of “Old” Lee Highway, to the south, until the point where
Lee Highway is rejoined at Lorcom Lane/N. Wakefield Street. It is within
this split where the commercial development is interrupted by singlefamily and multifamily residential development. Otherwise, commercial
development occurs along the remainder of the Lee Highway frontage in
this area.
At the geographic center of this activity node is the Lee Heights
Shops, well known for its unique local businesses, charm, vibe and
walkable environment. Like North Highlands, the core area is large and
includes many of the corridor’s largest parcels, which offer significant
redevelopment and infill potential. However, the core area is not as deep
and isolated. Like other neighborhood areas, the core is surrounded
by single-family neighborhoods, making the transition of heights more
challenging to achieve. The 2016 Visioning Study suggested a defined
activity node for the area around the Lee Heights Shops.

General Characteristics of the Residential Areas

The neighborhoods adjacent to the core area have significant tree
canopy, bike access to several parks and natural areas to the north
and south, and connections to the Custis Trail to the south. The
neighborhoods also offer important pedestrian destinations, including
Woodstock Park, the Langston Brown Community Center, and Dorothy
Hamm Middle School. The residential architectural styles vary greatly
between the neighborhoods.

Land Use and Zoning
Commercial Uses in the Core Area:
• Include a mix of neighborhood serving and other commercial uses
that serve the broader region, such as Bill’s Hardware store and the
kitchen and bath remodeling and interior decorating shops. Locals’
favorites include Lebanese Taverna, Cowboy Café, Thirsty Bernie’s,
Livin’ the Pie Life, Metro29, Arrowine and Pastries by Randolph.
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•

The Lee Heights shopping area, with several specialty shops
like Barstons Child’s Play (toy store) and Woof Gang Bakery and
Grooming.

•

Most are concentrated along Lee Highway and Old Dominion Drive,
west of Lorcom Lane, and along portions of Glebe Road.

•

A few smaller businesses. such as La Union Grocery (a Latin grocery
store), are nestled in the residential area along Old Lee Highway.

•

Mostly designated Service Commercial on the GLUP, however, there
are a few that are designated Low and Low-Medium Residential
(such as the McDonald’s and La Union Grocery respectively). The
Planning Study will verify the preferred vision and uses for those
areas, and may recommend changes to the GLUP and zoning to
reflect the vision, particularly if the vision is to encourage mixed-use
or additional commercial along Lee Highway, Old Dominion Drive, N.
Glebe Road, and Old Lee Highway.

Residential Uses in the Core Area:
• Include a mix of single-family and low to high-rise apartment
buildings, primarily designated Low-Medium Residential on the GLUP
•

A planned senior living facility (Artis, approved in 2020), at the
intersection of Old Lee Highway and N. Taylor Street, which will be
the second facility in the neighborhood (and overall study area) to
provide assisted living and memory care for seniors.

•

Includes a small grouping of single-family homes that are designated
Low Residential on the GLUP (east of the Horizons East and West
apartment buildings. It will be important to understand the impact
that redevelopment on the adjacent parcels will have on the singlefamily homes. The Planning Study will verify the preferred vision and
uses for those areas, and may recommend changes to the GLUP and
zoning to reflect the vision, particularly, if the vision is to increase
housing options and/or density in and around these areas.

The 2016 Visioning Study examined infill and redevelopment
opportunities around the Lee Heights shopping area. During the 2015
visioning charrette, this area was identified as one of the primary mixeduse nodes and location for increased density along the corridor. The Lee
Heights Shops is one of the corridor’s most recognizable community
destinations and there is, till this day, strong support for enhancing the
aesthetics of the shopping center and converting this portion of Old
Lee Highway into a complete street. The Visioning Study considered
additional ground floor retail on the parcels to the north, to create a main
street environment and activate both sides of Old Lee Highway. It also
considered additional retail on the lower level of the Lee Heights Shops,
facing the existing surface parking lot in the rear, and creating a new
street. Additionally, the study showed shared parking and multi-family
residential (through mixed-use redevelopment) to support the retail
amenities and activate the main street at all hours of the day.

Housing Conservation District Areas

In this area there is one large Housing Conservation District (HCD) area
that encompasses several apartment complexes, classified as Market
Rate Affordable (MARK) housing at the time the HCD was established.
The HCD area is within the Core Area, primarily in Waverly Hills, to
the east and south of the Lee Heights Shops. (See Appendix for map
highlighting location of HCD area).

Public Spaces, Facilities & Schools

Public space amenities in this area include several parks and large
natural areas. Lee Heights Park and Slater Park provide casual use
spaces.The park at Langston Brown Community Center, Woodstock Park,
Stratford Park (at Dorothy Hamm Middle School), Taylor Elementary
School and Glebe Elementary School provide multiple recreational
amenities to the adjoining neighborhoods and are important pedestrian
destinations. Along the Donaldson Run stream, which originates near
Marymount University, are extensive natural areas (part of Zachary Taylor
Park) that lead to the Potomac Overlook Regional Park. Accessing these
amenities can be a challenge for people needing to cross Glebe Rd. and
Old Dominion Drive.
The 2016 Visioning Study showed two options for open space
enhancements around the Lee Heights Shops. Both options imagine
a segment of Old Lee Highway (west of Woodstock Street) as a shared
space where pedestrians, bicyclists, buses and vehicles are blended
together. “This street can act as a public plaza at certain times and
further enhance the existing Lee Heights destination. The options
differ in the level of property assemblage contemplated to achieve the
redevelopment, the location and placement of publicly accessible open
space and the level of change to the existing street network.” (from
the 2016 Visioning Study) The Visioning study also identifies two other
locations in this neighborhood area (at the intersections of Lee Highway
and Glebe Road and Old Lee Highway and N. Taylor Street) where
additional open space could be located.
The planned open space at the intersection of N. Taylor Street and Old
Lee Highway, would be implemented as part of the recently approved
Artis Senior Living facility. The approved development will feature a
triangular space with seating areas, that will be accessible to the public.
The Planning Study will evaluate the locations for public spaces shown
in the Visioning Study to verify their need, location, and how they would
integrate with the broader corridor-wide public space network.

Transportation & Urban Design

Waverly Hills, Old Dominion and other neighborhoods to the north are
located on the old W&OD’s Great Falls route. The rail line, which traveled
from Washington into Arlington, branched off in Rosslyn and traveled
north through North Highlands, Lyon Village, Cherrydale, Maywood and
Waverly Hills, Donaldson Run, Old Dominion, Glebewood, Waycroft Woodlawn

these neighborhoods. There were several stops along Lee Highway and
Old Dominion Drive, between Military Road and N. Glebe Road. One of
the stops was located at the intersection of Old Dominion and N. Thomas
Street. Another stop was located near the Lebanese Taverna at the
intersection with Lorcom Lane. Several other stops on Old Dominion Drive
were located west of N. Abingdon Street (north of Lee Highway).
At the Five Points intersection in Cherrydale (Area 4), Lee Highway
splits, becoming Old Dominion Drive/US-29 on the north and “Old Lee
Highway” on the south. Both continue northwest until they are rejoined
near the Lee Heights shops. This segment of US-29 maintains a 4-lane
section with narrow concrete medians or striping, numerous curb cuts
and narrow sidewalks with no buffer between the sidewalk and moving
traffic. Left turn lanes only exist at the intersection with N. Glebe Road.
This configuration encourages higher travel speeds and exacerbates
conditions for pedestrians and cyclists. Pedestrian crossings on US29 are particularly challenging in this area, although a newly installed
pedestrian crossing at a new entrance to Dorothy Hamm Middle School
provides a new signalized crossing on this segment. Although Old Lee
Highway also has numerous curb cuts, it offers a better environment
for pedestrians, as it is primarily a 2-lane roadway with slightly wider
sidewalks and less vehicular traffic. Old Lee Highway provides a direct
connection from Cherrydale to the Lee Heights Shops.
East of N. Glebe Road, almost all of the commercial buildings and large
scale multi-family developments, with frontage on Lee Highway and Old
Dominion Drive, are significantly set back from the street edge and have
large surface parking areas in the front and side yards disconnecting
the buildings from the street. Contrasting this, is the Lee Heights Shops
building, which is situated at the back of the sidewalk. The sidewalk in
front of the shops is wider and provides space for outdoor seating, which
activates the street edge. Parking for this shopping center is provided
along the street and at the rear of the site, which provides space for
potential infill development, as shown in the 2016 Visioning Study. The
main challenge with the parking along the front of the Lee Heights Shops
is that it is angled and vehicles back out of the parking spaces into
oncoming traffic on Old Lee Highway. Like the Five Points intersection
in Cherrydale, the intersection of Old Dominion Drive, Lee Highway and
Old Lee Highway has a high number of collisions (bike, pedestrian and
vehicle) and is in need of multi-modal improvements. The 2016 Visioning
Study recognized the various challenges in this area and identified
several solutions for the realignment of Old Dominion Drive, to eliminate
the direct connection with Old Lee Highway and slow down the traffic
entering the Waverly Hills neighborhood area. The Planning Study will
evaluate the 2016 Visioning Study’s alternatives for this intersection.

Waverly Hills, Donaldson Run, Old Dominion, Glebewood, Waycroft Woodlawn

East-west connectivity north of Lee Highway/Old Dominion Drive is
stronger in neighborhoods like Yorktown and Old Dominion. In Donaldson
Run (and residential areas between N. Glebe Road and Military Road),
however, east-west connectivity is very limited and difficult due to the
steep topography, golf course and large natural open areas that separate
the neighborhoods. South of Lee Highway/Old Dominion Drive, eastwest connectivity is good l except in the areas between N. Utah and N.
Randolph Streets, where the long blocks prevent continuous connectivity.
Providing parallel bike routes in this neighborhood area is not feasible
north of Lee Highway/Old Dominion Drive due to geography limitations
and somewhat challenging on the south due to the large block nature of
the road network.
Accessibility to Metro is more challenging here than in other areas to
the east, due to the distance and I-66 crossings that separates the area
from the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor. This area, however, has three main
roads that provide access across I-66 (N. Glebe Road, N. Utah Street and
N. Stafford Street). These roads should be evaluated and prioritized for
pedestrian and bicycle improvements.

Environment

This area is on one of the highest elevation points along the corridor,
particularly the northern neighborhoods immediately along N. Glebe
Road (Rock Spring, Old Dominion, Yorktown, Donaldson Run, Glebewood
and parts of Waverly Hills). The core areas, which are slightly lower, are
built along a natural ridge. As rain falls on the northern neighborhoods, it
flows down through the core, which is highly impervious (due to the large
surface parking areas), contributing significant run-off downstream into
the Windy Run, Donaldson Run, Lubber Run and Spout Run watersheds.
The Waverly Hills, Waycroft Woodlawn and Cherrydale neighborhoods
face particularly acute flooding challenges, because they receive
most of the run-off from the core area. Piped tributaries of Spout Run
reach all the way to the vicinity of the Metro 29 Diner and are also
underneath numerous sites with redevelopment opportunity. Without
careful planning, redevelopment will make existing flooding and drainage
problems worse. Most of the core area also has very limited tree canopy
coverage.

•

Parking occurs mostly in large surface parking lots, except for the
Avalon, which provides above ground structured parking that is
concealed from the street view.

•

The size of the multifamily parcels range between 12,000 sf to
275,000 sf. The Avalon apartment building site is the largest with
approximately 6.3 acres.

•

The variety of building forms and site configurations, combined with
the large expansive parking lots, result in public spaces that are not
well integrated and contribute to a poorly defined public realm.

The multifamily sites with the most opportunity for infill development
include the Horizons East and West apartments and Wood-Lee Arms
apartments. Both of these sites have extensive surface parking areas
where additional infill could be developed to help define the street edge
and integrate better with its surroundings.
Commercial uses:
• Only a few buildings in this area recall the urban form of the
streetcar era (compact, close to the street edge and walkable): Lee
Heights Shops and the buildings west of N. Glebe Road, occupied
by Ruffino’s, KH Art Framing, the Moore’s Barber Shop and several
other commercial establishments including Rick’s Tattoos and the
M&T Bank.
•

Most of the commercial strip centers built during the streetcar era
are small and subdivided into individually owned parcels ranging
between 1,400 sf and 11,000 sf with limited parking at the side/
rear of the site.

•

In contrast, the Lee Heights Shops is larger and on a consolidated
parcel approximately 65,000 sf. This site is owned by one
single property owner, although it consists of 12 retail bays and
businesses.

•

Two mid-size commercial shopping centers exist on parcels ranging
between 48,000 sf and 95,000 sf. (i.e. Shopping center with CVS
and Thirsty Bernie’s businesses respectively).

•

The remaining commercial properties consist primarily of standalone buildings on both small and large sites ranging between 4,600
sf and 32,000 sf.

The height and massing of the multifamily buildings in the core area vary
greatly with low- to high-rise apartments ranging from three to ten stories
in height.
• The Avalon (at N. Glebe Road), for example, has two large buildings,
each with internal private courtyards.

•

The majority of commercial buildings are low-rise with a maximum
height of 2 stories.

•

The Russell building is one of the few buildings along the corridor
that contains professional and medical offices. This building is 2 – 3
stories on a parcel that is approximately 40,000 sf.

•

The commercial parcels with the most opportunity for redevelopment
and/or infill include the Lee Heights Shops, Russell building and the
shopping centers where the CVS and Thirsty Bernie’s are located.

Building Form

Several garden apartment complexes have a series of smaller
buildings organized around a publicly-accessible, green space.
Others are large scale stand-alone mid- to high-rise apartment
buildings.
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These sites have sufficient depth (ranging between 150 – 250 feet)
to accommodate mixed-use/higher density development, parking and
appropriate height transitions. The other commercial parcels are smaller
and/or irregular in shape. The parcels across from the Lee Heights
Shops, for example, face this challenge. The end parcels (7-11 and
Lebanese Taverna) are approximately 12,000 sf each and the lot in the
center (Coldwell Banker) is approximately 32,000 sf. All three lots are
irregular in shape, mostly surrounded by roadways, and have limited
depth to provide active uses along each street.
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Historic and Cultural Resources

At the turn of the nineteenth century, the rural area that was to become
Wavery Hills, Old Dominion, Donaldson Run, Waycroft-Woodlawn, and
Glebewood Village consisted of farms, scattered houses, and woods.
By the twentieth century, the development of the trolley (which ran
from Rosslyn through Cherrydale and out to Great Falls) and economic
growth of Washington, D.C. during the First World War, brought more
newcomers to the area. The Waverly Hills neighborhood was considered
an ideal location for a subdivision because it fell between Washington
and Old Dominion Railroad (W&OD) which provided easy access to and
from Washington, D.C., and North Glebe Road, an historically important
route. During the first half of the twentieth century, Waverly Hills was
also an important point along Lee Highway due to its commercial areas
consisting of “mom and pop” stores and manufacturing properties. Other
subdivisions boasted about having a healthy living environment. The
Old Dominion community, for example, had pure water, cool breezes,
beautiful landscapes, along with modern amenities such as electric
lights, the telephone, and two nearby train stations. In the 1920s and
1930s, many improvements were made to these early generally white
subdivisions with the installation of water and sewer lines, the paving of
roads, local mail service, and a traffic light at the intersection of Glebe
Road and Lee Highway, known as the Wunders Crossroads, in 1935. By
1934, the ever-deteriorating service of the W&OD ceased passenger
service as automobile travel became easier around Arlington County.
Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, many new automobile-friendly
businesses (i.e. the Lee Heights Shops), along Lee Highway sprang up
and multi-family housing began to appear as a result of the population
growth in the area (Franklin Survey Company 1935; Rebeck 1989;
Arlington County 2017).

The all white Waycroft-Woodlawn subdivision was constructed from
1934 to 1939 and was segregated from the Halls’s Hill/High View Park
neighborhood to the south. Waycroft consisted of lots that were sold
to individuals to build their houses independently. Woodlawn Village,
however, was built by a single builder. Developed around the same time
as Waycroft-Woodlawn, Glebewood Village , a rowhouse subdivision, was
built from 1937 to 1938 in Arlington County to house members of the
working- and middle-class populations flocking to the nation’s capital and
its suburbs. Glebewood Village is a rare example of a post-World War I
era development in Arlington. In 1942, the County amended the zoning
ordinance to prohibit the construction of rowhouses, a result of the
County’s exclusionary zoning during the segregation era designed to keep
African-Americans out of white neighborhoods.
During the summer of June 1960, desegregation sit-ins occurred along
Lee Highway in this area. Led by the Nonviolent Action Group (NAG), a
group started at Howard University, and their supporters, a sit-in occurred
at the People’s Drug Store (currently CVS/ABC stores) and segregated
lunch counter at the Howard Johnson restaurant, which was located
at 4700 Lee Highway (currently Capital One Bank site). On June 22,
1960, the sit-ins resulted in five major chains in Arlington to agree to
desegregate their lunch counters, causing a cascading effect as nearly
all department and chain stores in Arlington, Fairfax, and Alexandria,
integrated their lunch counters within a few days.

In the early twentieth century, wealthy white Washingtonians considered
the Donaldson Run area in search of cooler locations for summer homes.
By the 1930s, the scattered rural communities and summer residences
of Donaldson Run became suburban neighborhoods. The adoption of the
1930 zoning ordinance encouraged residential subdivision development
in this area and the nearby Beechwood Hills, which was influenced by the
garden city movement, a popular method of urban planning in the 1930s
in which self-contained communities were surrounded by “greenbelts”.
The natural topography greatly influenced the street layout of Donaldson
Run, which is known for its long winding roads. From 1941 to 1960, many
of the larger lots within Donaldson Run were subdivided and the most
common building form is the rambler.

Street View

Livin’ the Pie Life (pie shop) - Glebewood
https://www.google.com/maps/@38.8972252,-77.1245132,3a,43y,127h,94.95t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sEKB0054P7mGruD2whP2yyA!2e0!7i16384!8i8192 1/1
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Waverly Hills, Donaldson Run, Old Dominion, Glebewood, Waycroft Woodlawn

The diagram below depicts the locations of some of the sites researched during the Plan Lee Highway Cultural Resources Survey and the locations of currently
designated historic resources. The sites listed below, which are found within this neighborhood area, are considered to have contributed significantly to one or
more facets of Lee Highway’s history. The contribution of these resources may extend far beyond the architectural value of the building itself (in fact, in many
instances the original building is no longer extant) into the broader social, cultural and historical contexts of Lee Highway. Other significant sites in this area
(such as the Glebe House and Dorothy Hamm Middle School - former Strattford School), which were previously researched and were not part of the PLH Cultural
Resources Survey, are not listed below. Additional information on the history of the corridor, including the development of its surrounding neighborhoods and
sites researched for this study, can be found in the Plan Lee Highway Historic and Cultural Resources Report.

Site
17 The Lee Heights Shops
18 Dominion Terrace Apartments
19 Vale Apartments
Vale Apartments

20 Lebanese Taverna
21 People’s Drug Store (currently CVS/ABC
Store) sit-in-site
22 Howard Johnson Restaurant (currently Capital
One Bank) sit-in-site
23 Wood-Lee Arms Apartments

Dominion Terrace Apartments
Source: AECOM, 2020

Arlington County Local
Historic Districts (Local)**
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)/
Virginia Landmarks Register (VLR)**

**For information about the different types of
historic designations and identification efforts and
their implications on development or requirements
for preservation, please refer to the Plan Lee
Highway Existing Conditions Report.

NRHP/VLR Potentially Eligible**
Local and NRHP/VLR**
Planning Study Area
Open Space
Road
Metro Line
Metro Stop
Waverly Hills, Donaldson Run, Old Dominion, Glebewood, Waycroft Woodlawn

Wood-Lee Arms Apartments
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Neighborhood Aspirations – Listening to the Community’s Early Ideas
2019 Working Group and Community Forum Meetings1

Land Use Concept 1:
• Some support for clustering new businesses within the existing
commercial areas (along Lee Highway and Old Dominion Drive) west
of N. Woodstock Street and east of N. Stafford Street, creating two
book ends.
•

Strong support for new higher density residential through infill
and redevelopment in the existing multifamily areas in the core,
in pockets of single-family areas abutting the core, behind the
commercial and along the stretches of Lee Highway and Old
Dominion Drive, connecting the two commercial book ends together.

•

Some support for allowing new housing types such as duplexes,
triplexes and cottage housing, in the broader single-family residential
areas, both north and south of the corridor.

Land Use Concept 2:
• Some support for mixed-use development throughout most of the
core area and along both sides of Lee Highway, Old Lee Highway and
Old Dominion Drive.
•

Some support for higher density residential in a small pocket of
single-family, east of the Avalon apartments.

•

Some support for allowing new housing types such as duplexes,
triplexes and cottage housing, yet targeted in select single-family
areas abutting the core, south of the corridor.

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design Concept:
• Strong support for designating the entire length of Lee Highway,
Old Dominion Drive, and Old Lee Highway as the primary east-west
pedestrian and bicycle connections.
•

•

2020 Public Workshop2

Land Use:
• Strong support for seeing more businesses (with more parking) and/
or mixed-use at major intersections (like Lee Highway and N. Glebe
Road) and along both sides of Lee Highway and Old Dominion Drive
west of N. Woodstock Street, a hybrid of the first and second land
use concept.
•

Many questioned whether mixed-use (particularly ground floor retail)
in the entire core area is feasible and suggested that new buildings
be designed with ground floor spaces that are versatile, and
adaptable to market changes.

•

Strong support for retaining existing businesses and adding more
neighborhood serving, family-oriented businesses that are smaller in
size and pedestrian friendly, such as small grocery stores, day cares,
health and exercise clubs and doggy daycares, to achieve additional
services supporting the community, while expanding the job base.

•

Strong support for more outdoor dining areas and activating ground
floor uses.

•

Strong support for flexible parking requirements and strategies to
support the businesses along the corridor.

•

Strong support for diverse housing types and increased densities
in core areas and residential edges, including new opportunities for
independent senior living.

•

Differing viewpoints on expanding housing types in single-family
areas (i.e. duplexes, triplexes):
•

Strong support for two secondary east-west connections along
Vacation Lane on the north and several streets on the south
(including 20th Road, N. Vermont Street, 19th Road N. and 17th
Street N.), to provide better internal circulation in the neighborhoods
and reduce the number of local trips that spill out onto the main
corridors.
Strong support for designating several streets as important northsouth pedestrian and bicycle connections (including N. Culpeper
Street, N. Glebe Road, N. Wakefield Street, N. Utah Street, Lorcom
Lane, N. Stafford Street and Military Road), to improve the
connectivity between the neighborhoods across the main corridors
and the overall area to the metro.

1
The diagrams on the right represent a synthesis of ideas that emerged from 2019 interactions with the Plan Lee
Highway Working Group and Community Forum on land use, public spaces, transportation & urban design, sustainability,
and economic vitality. Stakeholders proposed locations for new business growth, residential densification and mixed-use
development. They also suggested enhancing connectivity to and from destinations prioritized by cyclists, pedestrians and
transit riders. These ideas were shared more broadly with the community, to solicit input during an in-person workshop on
January 31, and February 1, 2020 and a digital workshop made available on the project website thru February 25th.
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New
Businesses

•

•

•

Many support it as this option would provide housing for a range
of people, including middle and low income, first time home
buyers, seniors wishing to age-in place and the disabled.

New
Mixed-Use
New Housing
Sensitive
Edges

Land Use Concept 1

Land Use Concept 2

Others oppose it due to additional density in the single-family
areas could change the character of their neighborhood and
impact schools and traffic.

Off Street
Route

Many agree that if housing types are expanded in single-family
areas it should be explored through the Planning Study but
implemented through the “countywide missing middle study and
not as disparate solutions.”

Desired
Pedestrian/Bike
Connection

Planned On
Street Route

Planned
Off Street
Route

General agreement that if housing densities are expanded
it should account for more school seats, amenities, and
stormwater, transportation and transit improvements.

Shown here is a summary of the input (key community preferences and priorities) from the broader
community on the emerging ideas from the 2019 Working Group and Community Forum meetings, which were
presented during the in-person and digital workshop. A synthesis of more detailed input received for each area
can be found in the Appendix.

Bike Lane
On Street
Route
Planned
Bike Lane

2

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design Concept

Desired
Pedestrian/
Bike
Destination
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Guiding Ideas For Scenarios
Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design
• Strong support for walking and cycling conveniently and safely along
and across Lee Highway, Old Dominion Drive, Old Lee Highway and
Glebe Rd. to reach everything needed locally for their daily life.
•

Strong support to slow traffic, separate bikes and cars, and create
better crossings in the near-term for pedestrians and bicyclists on
the major corridors.

•

Strong support for enhancing bicycle access and transit services
(including rapid bus service) to allow easier connections to Lee
Highway neighborhoods as well as regional destinations like Tysons
Corner and National Landing.

•

Many recognized the importance of planning for future modes of
mobility (i.e. shared autonomous vehicles) and providing electric
charging stations along the corridor.

•

Strong support for the Lee Heights Shops to continue to be the social
hub of activity in this area and be complemented by new indoor and
outdoor public gathering spaces and multi-use spaces in private
buildings.

Additional Input:
• Strong support to experience and expand the arts, including fine art,
visual art and the performing arts.
•

Many support the retention of the Lee Arts Center programs, as
a valuable asset in the community.

•

Equally important to this community is its culture and heritage.

•

Many of the participants are interested in highlighting the area’s
history and culture through art and tourism.

•

Many agreed that the most distinctive attributes of their community
in 2050 would be its mix of height, scales and architectural forms
and the integrated connection to nature through lush greenery, open
spaces, and natural stream valleys.

•

Strong support for a small-scale and walkable community with
modest height and density increases along the edges, although
recognition that increased density will be needed to incentivize
private development and improvements to the stormwater
infrastructure.

Waverly Hills, Donaldson Run, Old Dominion, Glebewood, Waycroft Woodlawn

Proposed 2050 Vision: The Lee Heights shopping center will become a stronger social and economic hub for its adjoining communities. The revitalized
shopping center and surrounding properties, with its signature main street and plazas, will be the main public gathering space for the communities.
This will be ringed by an urban neighborhood with a mix of low-, middle- and high-rise buildings. This core area will be surrounded by its historic
neighborhoods and will be characterized by its canopy of trees and lush green areas.
The planning team intends to study the following concepts associated with key planning elements established at the beginning of the study process.
These concepts were derived from the synthesis of public engagement to date as well as interactions with key stakeholders and the analysis of the
existing conditions, opportunities and constraints of the neighborhood areas. These concepts will inform alternative means of meeting the stated
goals of the Planning Study. While these concepts are not the only ideas that will be studied in Phase 2, they represent the current understanding of
important opportunities to be explored as voiced by residents, businesses and other stakeholders, and the major challenges to be addressed in future
planning alternatives.

Land Use

Economic Vitality

•

Explore opportunities for new mixed-use redevelopment along Lee
Highway, Old Lee Highway, N. Glebe Road and Old Dominion Drive
west of N. Woodstock Street.

•

Explore ways to accommodate a full range (types and formats) of
neighborhood serving uses, in addition to retail, restaurants, cafes
and personal services that are accessible to all modes of travel.

•

Study potential for parcel consolidation of shallow parcels with
frontage on main corridors, and the adjoining parcels within the
same block, to achieve more realistic redevelopment and/or provide
space for transitional development.

•

Evaluate ways commercial areas can provide opportunities for third
place destinations - those spaces where people congregate that are
outside of the home and workplace.

•

Study ways buildings can be designed and entitled to provide
flexible ground floor space that can respond to market changes and
accommodate different uses other than traditional retail.

•

Test-fit opportunities for larger format retail, through the land use
scenarios, that are compatible with the desired vision for each area.

•

Explore different parking strategies that can provide flexibility over
time as demand for parking changes and new mobility options
emerge, as well as, better parking access and configuration in
commercial areas.

•

Explore opportunities for zoning to accommodate arts (fine arts,
visual arts and performing arts) and cultural uses.

•

•

Explore increasing residential density in the core, around the Lee
Heights Shops and in residential edges adjacent to commercial/
mixed-use/higher-density areas.
Explore increasing residential density and/or allowing mixed-use
redevelopment between the Waverly Hills core area and the western
edge of Cherrydale .
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Housing

Transportation and Urban Design

Historic and Cultural Resources

•

Explore mid-rise and high-rise apartments within larger
redevelopment parcels in the core, particularly around the Lee
Heights Shops.

•

Explore opportunities for removing concrete medians and narrowing
lanes to calm traffic and allow for protected bicycle facilities and/or
on-street parking on Lee Highway and Old Dominion Drive.

•

Explore ways to integrate interpretive public art experiences and
signage into the network of public spaces and gathering areas that
highlight important historic resources and events.

•

Explore new residential infill, of different intensities and housing
types, in the multifamily parcels in the core with large surface
parking areas.

•

Explore opportunities to create wider sidewalks and space for street
trees and streetscape amenities on parcels with frontage along Lee
Highway, Old Lee Highway and Old Dominion Drive.

•

Explore ways to build on the area’s evolving identity from crossroads
to streetcar suburb to auto-friendly commercial strip to walkable
destination.

•

Explore new residential development, of different intensities and
housing types between the Waverly Hills core area and the western
edge of Cherrydale.

•

Explore flexible lanes for transit facilities, such as peak hour bus,
and/or HOV only lanes on Lee Highway.

•

Explore new street grid connections to improve circulation in
neighborhoods and offer local travel options beyond Lee Highway
and N. Glebe Rd.

•

•

•

Study appropriate areas to integrate missing middle housing types
in the core and in residential edges (including duplexes, triplexes,
fourplexes and apartment buildings). Study ways the missing
middle types can be integrated in the residential edges adjacent to
commercial/mixed-use/high-density areas, as well as, the edges of
the higher intensity use to help with transitions in scale to singlefamily areas.
Evaluate the potential of HCD sites to maintain existing MARKs and
explore redevelopment options that provide new affordable units, in
line with HCD policy development. Explore potential of other sites to
provide affordable housing, including in mixed-use developments.
And, evaluate how other planning goals can be met with affordability
goals.

•

Explore transit (including circulator buses) and bicycle connections
to the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor and metro, Crystal City, Custis trail
and neighborhoods north of Lee Highway and Old Dominion Drive.

In the core, explore ways to reduce impervious coverage and retain/
increase tree canopy, through redevelopment and planting space
creation, to enhance the connection to nature.

•

•

Study ways to improve pedestrian and cyclist crossings, on major
arterials, particularly on Lee Highway, Old Dominion Drive and N.
Glebe Road.

Subject to existing or designated curbside inlets, study ways to add
curbside rain gardens to streets intersecting Lee Highway in core
area.

•

•

Refer to and evaluate the 2016 Visioning Study suggested
improvements to the street network in this area

Study ways to incorporate public spaces that can detain stormwater
run-off, where large stormwater flows cross Lee Highway (including
underground assets such as detention pipes and/or vaults).

•

•

Per the Bicycle Element of the MTP, consider installation of an
enhanced bicycle facility on Lee Highway between N. Quincy and N.
Culpepper Streets. Existing partial bicycle lane segments would be
extended and provided in both directions of travel. Where feasible,
separation and protection from motor vehicle traffic should be
provided.

Explore building placement options that orient new buildings to
maximize solar access and minimize energy demand

•

Study ways to address energy efficiency and renewable energy
opportunities on public and private buildings to address climate
change.

•

Study (storm)water quality and runoff mitigation strategies including
bioretention, green roofs, permeable pavement, and impervious
cover removal, tree canopy conservation and planting.

Building Form
•

Explore design techniques that achieve appropriate height and mass
transitions - from taller buildings in the core that gradually transition
down to the single-family areas.

•

Explore options for regulating the height of new buildings in infill and
redevelopment areas.

•

Explore appropriate placement and spatial arrangements of new
buildings (in infill and redevelopment areas) that help to:
•

define the public realm;

•

integrate the sites to its surroundings; and

•

maximize daylight access by integrating more space between
buildings of varying heights and mass

•

Explore options that illustrate the benefits of parcel consolidation as
well as options that rely less on consolidation.

•

In all cases, plan for creating an urban tree canopy that serves to
unite buildings of different scale, style and use, creating the feel of
“buildings in the trees.”

•

Refer to the 2016 Visioning Study for the suggested development
pattern and building forms for this area.
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Sustainability and Resiliency

Public Schools, Facilities and Spaces
•

Explore locations for an additional social hub (public facility, public
space and neighborhood-serving commercial) at or near Lee Heights
Shops and/or the Glebe Rd. intersection.

•

Explore locations for a signature, publicly accessible, plaza near Lee
Heights Shops.

•

Refer to the 2016 Visioning Study for the suggested open space
locations in this area, particularly the signature plaza near the Lee
Heights Shops.
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Neighborhood Area 4 Characterization and Planning Influences
The Cherrydale Neighborhood Revitalization Plan was adopted by the
County Board in 1994. The plan provides a framework for guiding public
and private investment in specific commercial and adjacent transition
areas in both Cherrydale and Maywood.
The County’s goal has been to revitalize the neighborhoods’ commercial
core and encourage the continuation of existing businesses, in a
manner that is compatible with the overall character of the surrounding
residential neighborhoods. The Cherrydale plan sets an urban village
vision with neighborhood retail, community facilities, a village square
and the preservation of historic buildings. It encourages diverse housing
opportunities through new townhouses, apartments, senior housing and
mixed-use residential development.
To implement the Plan, in 1995 the County established the Cherrydale
Special Revitalization District as a special planning district on the GLUP
to reflect the Neighborhood Revitalization Plan’s goals and provide
overarching policy guidance for future public and private development
decisions. The Revitalization District includes both commercial and
residential uses. North of Lee Highway, it encompasses the commercial
lots with frontage on Lee Highway, whereas south of Lee Highway
it extends further into the neighborhood and encompasses both
commercial and residential lots.
In support of the Plan’s goals for preservation of neighborhood retail
character and new vitality, the service commercial land use designation
was retained for the core of Cherrydale. However, new provisions were
added to the C-2 zoning district regulations to implement the Plan.
The zoning amendments included an optional, incentive-based set of
regulations, via the site plan review process. The Plan will continue to
serve as the primary document guiding development for the Cherrydale
Neighborhood Revitalization District.
Like in East Falls Church where another adopted plan guides
development, Phase II of the Planning Study will specifically focus on
open space and transportation improvements in Cherrydale, to apply
a cohesive planning approach for these corridor-wide elements. As
part of the planning team’s assessment of these elements, ideas for
implementation will also be considered, which could include reevaluating
the existing planning guidance for the specific areas and adjacent
properties where the improvements are identified. The planning
team would strive to support the underlying goals of the Cherrydale
Neighborhood Revitalization Plan. Recommendations for refinements
and new ideas will be generated with input from community members in
those areas.
Additionally, staff have noticed that the Revitalization District boundary
on the GLUP Map should be adjusted to reflect the intent of the original
boundary. Why does it need to be adjusted? Before the Revitalization Plan
Cherrydale + Maywood

and the Revitalization District were adopted, manual (by hand) updates to
the map were completed and the area shown as Service Commercial was
inadvertently reduced in size, as no official amendment was approved
to change the limits of the designation. As a result, some areas appear
to be designated with multiple land use categories and partially within
the Revitalization District. However, by interpretation, staff considers the
Service Commercial designation to follow the commercial zoning (C-2
district in these instances) boundary line. Therefore, the Revitalization
District boundary line generally extends farther to the north than how
it’s shown on the GLUP Map. This is an unusual, but not an isolated,
circumstance as staff are aware that refinement and clarification of land
use designations have been necessary in the past. As more detail of the
GLUP designations are visible now with the digital production of the GLUP
map, further refinements may be necessary. While staff recommended
(and the County Board adopted) several land use amendments in 1995
consistent with recommendations in the Revitalization Plan, to further
incentivize the plan’s vision, the map error noted here was not identified
at that time. Staff likely relied on the “general” nature of the land use
designations. However, in order to provide more clarity in Cherrydale
going forward, at a minimum, staff expects to propose updates to the
GLUP Map at the end of this study process. If other land use changes
are desired, based on the transportation and open space analysis, staff
will factor in those ideas before finalizing any details for proposed GLUP
amendments to correct the land use and district boundary line.

General Characteristics of the Commercial Areas

Located between Lyon Village and Waverly Hills, Cherrydale is anchored
on one end on the “Five Points” intersection, where N. Quincy Street,
Military Road, Old Dominion Drive and Lee Highway converge. Starting in
the late 19th century, Cherrydale developed from a residential community
into a bustling commercial corridor.7 Strongly shaped by its history as a
streetcar suburb, Cherrydale’s commercial area has retained much of
its historic urban form and many commercial establishments, like the
Rod + Reel Repair, are greatly appreciated by the local community. More
recent development in Cherrydale includes Hunter’s Park, a mixed-use
development on the south side of Lee Highway, between N. Monroe and
N. Nelson Streets, with residential above ground floor retail .
In Maywood commercial uses include the Cherrydale Hardware Store, the
Safeway, the Inns of Virginia, and general retail stores in the Lee Center
shopping plaza. Maywood also has a recent mixed-use development,
which is located at 3565 Lee Highway, between N. Lincoln and N. Monroe
Streets.
While the commercial core has many attributes of a main street
community, it is largely dominated by auto-oriented type of development.

General Characteristics of the Residential Areas

Neighborhoods adjacent to the commercial core, in both Cherrydale and
Maywood, are characterized by streets lined with established trees and
well-maintained single-family homes. Both neighborhoods are nationallyregistered historic districts. Maywood is also a Local Historic District
designated by the County Board, which comes with additional conditions
to guide the use of private property and maintain the historic integrity
of the neighborhood. Many of the homes in these neighborhoods are
historic, dating back to the late 1800s and early 1900s, with architectural
styles such as Queen Anne, Colonial Revival, American Foursquare,
and American Bungalow. Additionally, many of these homes were Sears
prefabricated homes.
Land uses in the core area of Cherrydale and Maywood are characterized
by larger-format commercial uses, mixed-use residential, and smallerscale commercial uses and services. Commercial uses include caroriented uses (sales, servicing, and repair), food retail, and small-scale
retail and services. Open spaces such as Stratford Park are primarily
located on or north of Lee Highway with one exception at N. Stratford and
21st St N. Historic and civic uses include the Cherrydale Volunteer Fire
Department and Cherrydale Library.
The Cherrydale Neighborhood Revitalization Plan calls for a new
Cherrydale urban village with neighborhood retail, community facilities,
a village square and the preservation of historic buildings. It encourages
diverse housing opportunities through new townhouses, mid-rise
apartments, senior housing and mixed-use residential development. As a
result of the 1994 plan, the Cherrydale commercial area is designated as
a “Special Revitalization District” in the County’s GLUP.

Land Use and Zoning

Commercial uses primarily exist along the northern and southern
edges of the Lee Highway frontage. The Service Commercial land
use designation shown on the GLUP, by interpretation (see above for
additional information), generally aligns with the commercial zoning
(C-2) on the north and south. Commercial land uses in Cherrydale and
Maywood are mostly neighborhood serving, however there are many
businesses that serve the broader region, such as the Cherrydale
Hardware store and the Toyota and Honda dealers. There is also a mix
of both general (i.e. restaurants and retail shops) and service types of
commercial uses. This part of the corridor has the greatest concentration
of service commercial uses, which include a number of new and used
auto sales shops, gas stations and service/repair shops.
On the north side of Lee Highway, residential areas include single-family,
multi-family and townhouses and are designated low-residential (110 units/acre) and low-medium residential (16-36 units/acre) in the
GLUP. On the south side of Lee Highway, it is mostly single-family and is
designated low residential in the GLUP.
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The Revitalization District boundary aligns with the GLUP and zoning
boundary on the north side of Lee Highway. South of Lee Highway, it
extends across the commercial properties and includes a portion of the
residential properties as transition areas. As a result of the Cherrydale
Revitalization Plan, and its GLUP and zoning implementation tools
described above, several mixed-use buildings have been developed.
The depth of the Revitalization District Area is smaller than the core of
other neighborhood areas and provides less opportunity to increase
development density and height. Because the District is surrounded by
single-family neighborhoods, the transition of height and mass is also
more challenging to achieve.

Public Schools, Facilities & Spaces

Public and semi-public uses in Cherrydale and Maywood include three
small parks, three larger parks, the Cherrydale Library, Fire Station
Number 3 (Cherrydale’s Volunteer Fire Department) and Dorothy Hamm
Middle School.
Parks include:
•

Cherrydale Fire Station Park behind the Volunteer Fire Station, along
21st Road (south of Lee Highway)

•

Cherry Valley Park (south of Lee Highway)

•

Oak Grove Park (south of Lee Highway)

•

Cherrydale Park and Maywood Park (north of Lee Highway)

•

Thrifton Hills Park (north of Lee Highway)

•

Stratford Park (north of Lee Highway)

Most of the public spaces in Cherrydale and Maywood are tucked away
and unprogrammed (some with play structures).
Stratford Park is the closest park to the neighborhood that provides
multiple recreational uses including tennis, basketball, and baseball.
Access to open spaces, including Cherrydale Park and the Custis Trail, is
challenging and both would benefit from enhanced connectivity.
The Cherrydale Revitalization Plan identifies specific locations and streets
for streetscape improvements (including the completion of sidewalks
where they are missing) to establish pedestrian connections that link the
area’s parks, activity nodes and residential neighborhoods together. The
goal is to implement an integrated streetscape and open space system
that creates a pleasant, safe, and attractive pedestrian environment.
The Plan proposes, for example, a pedestrian link to Cherrydale Park,
which is setback from Lee Highway and further north in the residential
block. The Plan also recommends establishing a centrally located plaza
to create a major focal point for the area. In the past, the Safeway site
was suggested as a possible location for this space. The Planning Study
will evaluate the Plan’s proposed locations for pedestrian links and public
open spaces to determine the best way to integrate them to the corridorwide public space network.
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Transportation & Urban Design

Like Waverly Hills, Old Dominion and North Highlands, Cherrydale and
Maywood are located on the old W&OD’s Great Falls railroad route. The
rail line, which travelled from Washington into Arlington, branched off
in Rosslyn through these neighborhoods with several stops along Lee
Highway. One of the stops in this area was located where the median
currently exists between N. Monroe and N. Lincoln Streets. The other was
located near the Five Points intersection. Because of the rail line coming
through, the segment of Lee Highway in the Maywood and Cherrydale
area is configured differently than other segments.
Starting at the east end, Lee Highway has six lanes (at the I-66 overpass),
then narrows down to four lanes between N. Kenmore St. and the Five
Points intersection. Medians that vary in size and width, as the highway
curves, are interspersed with left turn lanes through this segment. This
segment of Lee Highway has the best configuration and streetscape
design. It is also the only segment of Lee Highway where most people
feel safe to cross. As part of the implementation of the revitalization plan
the County completed a streetscape improvement project in this area.
Sidewalks were widened, street trees were added and bike lanes were
installed, to provide a separation between pedestrians and cars. In some
areas, on-street parking was also added. Where possible, curb cuts were
eliminated and pedestrian crossings were enhanced.

Lorcom Lane provides continuous east-west access north of Lee Highway
through the residential areas, allowing a parallel route to Lee Highway.
South of Lee Highway, however, east-west connectivity is limited, as
several of the blocks are very long without bisecting streets. Therefore,
providing parallel bike routes in the south presents a challenge.
Proximity to Metro from this area is limited compared to the
neighborhoods to the east (North Highlands/Lyon Village ) due to I-66,
which separates the area from the Rosslyn-Ballston Metro corridor. N.
Quincy and N. Monroe Streets are the two routes that provide access
across I-66 and should be evaluated and prioritized for pedestrian and
bicycle improvements.
The Cherrydale Neighborhood Revitalization Plan’s Urban Design
Guidelines define design features for streetscape and circulation that
align with the neighborhood’s historic character and contribute to the
“urban village” concept. The Plan also calls for undergrounding utilities,
a consistent desire from the community to this day. The Planning Study
will evaluate the Cherrydale Neighborhood Revitalization Plan’s proposed
transportation and streetscape improvements and integrate these
recommended improvements to the corridor-wide transportation network
scenarios as feasible given right-of-way and infrastructural limitations.

Environment

The Five Points intersection, a focus of the 2016 Visioning Study, remains
an unresolved issue in the community. While improvements have recently
been made to increase pedestrian safety, some stakeholders have
requested additional improvements. Crossing Lee Highway remains
challenging for pedestrians and cyclists alike and collisions continue to
happen with regular frequency at this intersection. Discussions continue
between the County and the community to identify solutions and timing
for implementing additional changes. The Planning Study will evaluate
the 2016 Visioning Study’s proposed long-term improvements along with
other solutions for this intersection.

The Cherrydale Revitalization District area, is characterized by low tree
coverage and a high percentage of impervious areas, mostly due to
surface parking. There are no documented stormwater or flooding issues
in Maywood. Streams and culverts along Spout Run Parkway, and the
corresponding stormwater and flooding issues, are to the east of this
neighborhood. Some stormwater challenges and flooding issues have
been documented in Cherrydale, on the northern side of Lee Highway
and in the south along I-66 due to the run-off from most of the core area
in the Waverly Hills neighborhood to the west.

At the Five Points intersection, Lee Highway splits, becoming Old
Dominion Drive/US-29 on the north and “Old Lee Highway” on the south.
Both continue northwest until they are rejoined near the Lee Heights
shops. “Old Lee Highway” provides local access to Waverly Hills and
connects the Cherrydale neighborhood directly to the Lee Heights shops.

Because of the area’s easy access to the streetcar, these neighborhoods
were developed to be compact and walkable. The historic buildings
have a human scale and are, undoubtedly, a desirable urban form in the
community today. Buildings that recall the urban form of that era include
the Cherrydale Hardware store, the Rod and Reel Repair Shop, the
Toone-Ivey Building and the Cherrydale Volunteer Fire Department. These
buildings are low-rise (two- story in height), have a small footprint and are
built close to the road, contributing to the urban village feel of the area.
Other examples of more recent development that contribute to the urban
feel include the mixed-use buildings along Lee Highway, which range
between 4 and 5 stories in height. These buildings are sited close to the
road, with wider sidewalks built to increase connectivity and enhance
the pedestrian experience. The new mixed-use buildings have a larger
footprint than the original historic buildings, mainly because they were
developed on contiguous lots that were assembled.

Many of the historic and newer buildings along this segment of Lee
Highway are built close to the street edge. These buildings frame the
street, which contributes to the urban village feel and scale of the place.
The auto-oriented uses (i.e. gas stations, auto dealerships) and the
commercial strip centers, however, are setback from the street with
parking along the front.

Building Form

Cherrydale + Maywood

Commercial buildings in this area are mostly commercial strip centers
with parking in front of the building or at the side and rear of the site. In
some cases, the strip centers also have parking on the street.
•

•

The commercial strip centers built during the streetcar era are
smaller and subdivided into individually owned parcels (ranging
between 1,700 sf and 11,000 sf) with limited parking at the side/
rear of the site or on the street.
The Lee Center commercial strip site, which is more recent, is
45,000 sf with ample parking in the front.

This part of the corridor does not have large commercial shopping
centers. It does, however, have several stand-alone commercial buildings
both small and large (on parcels ranging between 9,000 sf and 130,000
sf), like Cherrydale Motors and the Safeway Supermarket, with surface
parking areas along Lee Highway. The commercial parcels with the most
opportunity for redevelopment and/or infill are the Safeway supermarket
(130,000 sf) and the Toyota (50,000 sf) and Honda dealerships (99,000
sf).

buildings are typically attached, this helps to establish a continuous
street edge with activated ground floor spaces. These elements create a
rhythm and scale that could be replicated along other segments of Lee
Highway, to induce pedestrian circulation and create more architectural
variety.

Community focal points were built to service the growing communities,
including the Cherrydale School (1908) and the Cherrydale Volunteer
Fire Department (1919). In 1961 the County built the Cherrydale Branch
Library to house what had been a community-run library service since
1922.

The Plan also called for screening and other buffering elements, such
as surface parking lots, in the transitional areas of the commercial
properties abutting residential dwellings. Hedges and walls were
recommended to screen parking and service areas and to define the
street edge, while creating a consistent urban village aesthetic.

Many of the historic commercial buildings on the south side of Lee
Highway were constructed between 1910 and 1930, including the
Philippine Market and the Rod + Reel Repair shop (c.1910), Cherrydale
Cement Block Company/Toone-Ivey Building (1932), Cherrydale Motors
(c.1935), and Cherrydale Hardware store (1936). Cherrydale and
Maywood are strongly tied to their origin as a streetcar suburb, which
sets the foundation for its current built environment, including the historic
character, architecture and urban form, in and outside the commercial
core. Today the area has an eclectic mix of architectural styles that
contributes to a strong sense of uniqueness and place. For example,
the commercial core of Cherrydale includes buildings designed in the
Art Moderne-style of architecture, such as the MTFA Architecture Firm
building (1946), the Family Tea House Restaurant/Oriental Rosewood
Imports Furniture building (1947), and the Cherrydale Station Shopping
Center (1957).

1994 Cherrydale Neighborhood Revitalization Concept Plan

Mixed-use buildings are a combination of stand-alone, liner and courtyard
buildings with structured parking above and/or below ground. The
smallest mixed-use parcel, occupied by the Rod and Reel Repair Shop, is
3,700 sf. Other mixed-use parcels range in size between 18,000 sf and
40,000 sf.
Multi-family apartments just north of the revitalization area are two lowrise, stand-alone buildings with surface parking that abut the historic
Maywood neighborhood.
•

The building with access off N. Monroe and N. Lincoln Streets is
located on a parcel that is 35,000 sf.

•

The recently built Cherry Hill apartments (by-right development), is
located on a parcel that is 113,000 sf (2.6 acres).

•

The Cherry Hill building is configured in a “U” shape with the central
opening facing the Safeway parking lot. While the building is only 4
stories in height, its placement so close to the single-family homes
on the north and west sides, reduces their level of privacy and
exposure to sunlight. This could have been avoided if the building
mass had been positioned closer to the south, abutting the Safeway
parking lot and N. Monroe Street.

The Cherrydale Neighborhood Revitalization Plan’s Urban Design
Guidelines sets out design ideas for the architecture of new and infill
development, in line with the neighborhood’s historic character and
“urban village” concept. The buildings of the streetcar era and the recent
mixed-use development provide a good model for future development
along Lee Highway. The unique designs and character of each building
are eclectic and create an interesting street frontage due to the
intentional design elements and construction detailing. Also, because

Cherrydale + Maywood

Historic and Cultural Resources

The history of this area begins with the first land grants, which were
issued in the early 1700s. The first known settler, Andrew Donaldson,
began farming in the area in the 1780s. In the 1800s more farmers
acquired land for cultivation and paths were widened into country roads.
The Civil War had a major impact in the area including the construction
of Military Road, which connected several military forts with Chain
Bridge. Easy access to the Washington and Georgetown markets made
Cherrydale an ideal location for fruit orchards and truck farms. When the
Washington and Old Dominion (W&OD) Electric Railroad added stops in
Cherrydale in 1906, it sparked an era of rapid economic and residential
growth. Cherrydale and Maywood evolved from agrarian hamlets into
vibrant suburban neighborhoods by the 20th century. Such was the case
with the planned single-family residential suburb of Maywood, which was
developed primarily between 1909 and 1929. Maywood was promoted
as a highly desirable and easily accessible alternative to the overcrowded, polluted urban environment. Residents were almost exclusively
white working- and middle-class individuals employed by the federal
government, or in the service, construction or retail industries.

Cherrydale was the backdrop for some of the desegregation sit-ins during
the summer of June 1960. Led by the Nonviolent Action Group (NAG), a
group started at Howard University, and their supporters, two of the sit-ins
occurred at two segregated drugstore counters at the Cherrydale Station
Shopping Center (3811-3815 Lee Highway). On June 22, 1960, the sitins resulted in five major chains in Arlington to agree to desegregate their
lunch counters, causing a cascading effect as nearly all department and
chain stores in Arlington, Fairfax, and Alexandria, integrated their lunch
counters within a few days.
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The diagram below depicts the locations of some of the sites researched during the Plan Lee Highway Cultural Resources Survey and the locations
of currently designated historic resources. The sites listed below, which are found within this neighborhood area, are considered to have contributed
significantly to one or more facets of Lee Highway’s history. The contribution of these resources may extend far beyond the architectural value of the
building itself (in fact, in many instances the original building is no longer extant) into the broader social, cultural and historical contexts of Lee Highway.
Other significant sites in this area (such as the Cherrydale Fire Department), which were previously researched and were not part of the PLH Cultural
Resources Survey, are not listed below. Additional information on the history of the corridor, including the development of its surrounding neighborhoods
and sites researched for this study, can be found in the Plan Lee Highway Historic and Cultural Resources Report.
3/24/2020
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24 Cherrydale Motors

Cherrydale Hardware/
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Rod and Reel Repair Shop
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27 Cherrydale Hardware Store / Masonic Lodge
28 Cherrydale Drug Fair at Cherrydale Station
Shopping Center (3811-3815 Lee Highway) sit-in
site
29 Cherrydale Branch Library
30 Cherrydale Elementary School Site (currently
Cherrydale Health & Rehabilitation Center)
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Metro Stop

Oriental Rosewood Imports Furniture
Cherrydale + Maywood

Neighborhood Aspirations – Listening to the Community’s Early Ideas
2019 Working Group and Community Forum Meetings1

buildings along Lee Highway and incentivizing the production
of affordable units in exchange for density. However, different
viewpoints on height of new buildings.

•

Strong support for providing public parking off-street (on the Safeway
site for example), as well as, on-street along Lee Highway to support
existing and new businesses.

•

Some support for additional mixed-use development in the areas
outside the Cherrydale Revitalization District boundary.

•

Strong support for having the auto dealers build above, if they can’t
be bought out.

•

Strong support for allowing a greater variety of housing types (in
the form of duplexes, triplexes and cottage housing) in parts of the
single-family areas north and south of Cherrydale and Maywood’s
commercial core.

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design:

Land Use:
•

Some support for additional mixed-use development in the areas
outside the Cherrydale Revitalization District boundary.

•

Strong support for allowing a greater variety of housing types (in
the form of duplexes, triplexes and cottage housing) in parts of the
single-family areas north and south of Cherrydale and Maywood’s
commercial core.

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design:
•

Strong support for designating entire length of Lee Highway as the
primary east-west pedestrian and bicycle connection in this area.

•

Strong support for improving pedestrian and cyclist connectivity and
safety, particularly for crossing Lee Highway.

•

Strong support for a secondary east-west connection along 20th
Street N. (connecting with Kenmore Street). Stakeholders were
keen on providing connectivity to Lyon Village and better internal
circulation (within the single-family areas) to reduce the number of
local vehicular trips that spill out onto Lee Highway.

•

•

Strong support for designating Military Road, N. Quincy Street and
N. Pollard Street as desired north-south pedestrian and bicycle
connections.

Differing viewpoints on expanding housing types in the single-family
areas:
•

Many support it because it provides housing for a range of
people, including middle and low income, first time home
buyers, seniors wishing to age-in place and the disabled.

•

Those with opposing views are interested in protecting the
historic character of the residential areas and are concerned it
will change as a result of introducing new building forms.

•

Others questioned whether it was even worth creating a buffer
zone against the commercial edge, at the expense of losing
historically significant properties.

•

Recognizing that within the historic districts there are many nonhistoric homes, suggestions were made to replace only those
homes with multi-unit (i.e. duplex or triplex) building forms that
fit the style of the 1910s and 1920s.

2020 Public Workshop2
Land Use:
•

Strong support for the Cherrydale Revitalization Plan and eagerness
to see it continue to be implemented.

•

Strong support for exploring how the area’s historic “streetcar
suburb” identity could be adapted for modern urban living
through high-performing transit service, mixed-use and residential
densification.

•

Strong support for multi-story, higher density and mixed-use

1
The diagrams on the next page represent a synthesis of ideas that emerged from 2019 interactions
with the Plan Lee Highway Working Group and Community Forum on land use, public spaces, transportation &
urban design, sustainability, and economic vitality. Stakeholders proposed locations for new business growth,
residential densification and mixed-use development. They also suggested enhancing connectivity to and
from destinations prioritized by cyclists, pedestrians and transit riders. These ideas were shared more broadly
with the community, to solicit input during an in-person workshop on January 31, and February 1, 2020 and a
digital workshop made available on the project website thru February 25th.
2
Shown here is a summary of the input (key community preferences and priorities) from the broader
community on the emerging ideas from the 2019 Working Group and Community Forum meetings, which were
presented during the in-person and digital workshop. A synthesis of more detailed input received for each area
can be found in the Appendix.
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•

•

For historic homes, suggestions were made to maintain
the exterior of the building and subdividing the inside to
accommodate multiple units.

•

Strong support for improving the water, sewer and stormwater
infrastructure, as well as school capacity, when growing the
community.

•

Strong support for assisting existing businesses, however,
•

Many were also interested in seeing a broader range of
neighborhood serving, family-oriented commercial activities that
are pedestrian oriented (including more restaurants, cafes, day
cares and local retail such as bookstores and gyms).

•

Some support flex office uses with residential above (live-work)
in the hatched blue areas.

•

Many acknowledged that support for new local businesses, may
depend on increasing residential density, as well as, expanding
commercial zoning areas (for many of the parcels along Lee
Highway are shallow).

Strong support for multimodal connectivity and safer routes for
pedestrians and cyclists, especially along the length of Lee Highway
and Old Dominion Drive:
•

Easier and safer crossings (with walk signals that are better
coordinated with traffic conditions/lights), reduced speeds,
separation between bikes and cars, improved lighting, wider
sidewalks, trees, use of color to differentiate the different modes
of travel, and enhancing and expanding the existing median.

•

Strong support for seeing additional improvements to the Five Point
intersection for safety.

•

Strong support for adding sidewalks in Maywood (on both sides) and
widening sidewalks throughout, to accommodate bikes and scooters
and improve safety for students going to Dorothy Hamm Middle
School.

•

Strong support for better walking accessibility to parks in
neighborhoods, Lyon Village and Lee Heights.

•

Some concern with the lack of continuous east-west connections,
south of Lee Highway, due to the long blocks.

•

Strong support for safer bicycle access on trails, particularly the
Custis Trail, and on bike bridges.

•

Strong support for better bicycle connections from the W&OD trail
and metro (Clarendon/Virginia Square) to Cherrydale/Maywood
businesses, and e-bike locker areas at transit stops.

•

Strong support for better bicycle connections from neighborhoods to
Cherrydale/Maywood businesses.

•

Strong support for improving the bus frequency and dedicating the
3rd lane on Lee Highway (going east towards Rosslyn) to transit,
while prioritizing the signalization for buses.

•

Strong support for improving its connection to nature and
incorporating biophilic designs and sustainable planting throughout,
particularly along Lee Highway.

•

Strong support for improving the edges along I-66 (with Lee Highway
frontage) by planting trees along the retaining/sound walls and
installing sound barriers with landscaping in neighborhoods adjacent
to I-66.
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•

Some support for converting on-street parking in residential streets
to permeable surfaces and, where feasible, removing the parking to
allow for more greenery.

•

Some concern over removing the on-street parking, which many
consider to be a shared community asset that is needed by both
residents and businesses.

•

Strong support for providing additional gathering spaces such as
outdoor cafes, restaurants (and other businesses), new public
facilities, a community garden, pocket parks, and plazas along Lee
Highway (i.e. at the Safeway in Cherrydale, Lyon Village Shopping
Center in North Highlands and Walgreens in Lyon Village).

•

Strong support for expanding Cherrydale Park and improving the
accessibility and visibility from Lee Highway.

New Businesses
New
Mixed-Use

Additional Input:
•

Strong support for recognizing and highlighting historical importance
of historic resources.

•

Strong support for incorporating public art in innovative ways.

New Housing
Sensitive Edges

Land Use Concept

Cherrydale
Revitalization Plan

Off Street Route
Planned Off
Street Route
On Street Route
Planned On
Street Route
Bike Lane
Planned Bike Lane
Desired
Pedestrian/Bike
Connection

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design Concept
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Desired
Pedestrian/Bike
Destination
Cherrydale + Maywood

Guiding Ideas For Scenarios
Proposed 2050 Vision: As per the Cherrydale Revitalization Plan, Cherrydale and Maywood will continue to evolve into a cohesive, vibrant and walkable mixed-use and commercial area . As a result, improving the public space
network and multi-modal mobility will be a primary focus of future study in Phase 2. This area will experience safer street crossings and improved pedestrian and cycle access to Metro and nearby parks and trails.
The planning team intends to study the following concepts associated with key planning elements established at the beginning of the study process. These concepts were derived from the synthesis of public engagement to date
as well as interactions with key stakeholders and the analysis of the existing conditions, opportunities and constraints of the neighborhood areas. These concepts will inform alternative means of meeting the stated goals of
the Planning Study. While these concepts are not the only ideas that will be studied in Phase 2, they represent the current understanding of important opportunities to be explored as voiced by residents, businesses and other
stakeholders and the major challenges to be addressed in future planning alternatives.

Land Use

Transportation and Urban Design

Historic and Cultural Resources

•

•

•

If new or revised open space and transportation improvements
beyond the planned improvements included in the adopted
Cherrydale Revitalization Plan are identified through scenario
planning, ideas for implementation will also be considered, which
could include reevaluating the existing land use guidance for the
specific areas, and adjacent properties, where the improvements are
identified. The planning team would strive to support the underlying
goals of the Cherrydale Plan, with input from community members
on refinements or new, emerging ideas for those areas.

•

Planning Study will focus on recommendations for open space and
transportation improvements.

Study ways to improve east-west connectivity south of Lee Highway.

•

Refer to the Cherrydale Neighborhood Revitalization Plan and
the 2016 Visioning Study for suggested improvements to the
streetscapes, transportation/street network and Five Points
intersection.

•

Refine the 2016 Vision Study’s alternatives for the reconfiguration
of the Five Points intersection, based on recent improvements
and recommendations for additional improvements to enhance
pedestrian and bicycle safety.

Housing
•

Planning Study will focus on recommendations for open space and
transportation improvements.

Public Schools, Facilities and Spaces
•

Building Form
•

Planning Study will focus on recommendations for open space and
transportation improvements.

•

Cherrydale + Maywood

Explore flexible lanes for transit facilities, such as peak hour bus,
and/or HOV only lanes on Lee Highway.

•

Economic Vitality
•

Study improvements to increase non-motorized connectivity,
including protected bike lanes, wider sidewalks and better street
crossings in core areas (including on Lee Highway), and more broadly
for an integrated network that also connects open spaces and
provides connections to the Custis Trail.

Refer to the Cherrydale Neighborhood Revitalization Plan and the
2016 Visioning Study for suggestions on integrating an open space
and greenway system that will visually and functionally connect
plazas, parks and focal points and:
•

Explore locations for a variety of public and publicly accessible
open spaces such as plazas, parks and other places for people
to gather;

•

Explore opportunities for creating new visual focal points in
conjunction with redevelopment of key sites by encouraging
development of “placemakers” that may include public art,
fountains or other features; and

•

Study ways to improve the appearance of major entry points by
establish “gateways” through architectural features.

Explore integrating interpretive historical markers and public art
experiences into the public space network that highlight the area’s
history and distinct architecture.

Sustainability and Resiliency
•

In the core, explore ways to reduce impervious coverage and retain/
increase tree canopy, through redevelopment and creation of new
tree planting spaces, to enhance the connection to nature.

•

Subject to existing or designated curbside inlets, study ways to add
curbside rain gardens to streets intersecting Lee Highway in the core
area.

•

Study ways to incorporate public spaces that can detain stormwater
run-off where large stormwater flows cross Lee Highway (including
underground assets such as detention pipes and/or vaults).

•

Study ways to address energy efficiency and renewable energy
opportunities on public and private buildings to address climate
change.

•

Study (storm)water quality and runoff mitigation strategies, including
bioretention, green roofs, permeable pavement, and impervious
cover removal, tree canopy conservation and planting.

Evaluate and refine the 2016 Vision Study’s alternatives for the
proposed open space at the Five Point Intersection and Safeway site.
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Neighborhood Area 5 Characterization and Planning Influences
General Characteristics of the Core Area

As the two easternmost neighborhoods , Lyon Village and North
Highlands share a number of key characteristics. Both neighborhoods
are separated by Lee Highway, where the road has the widest right-ofway, and each has small commercial/activity centers at key intersections.
North of Lee Highway is North Highlands, which is divided by I-66 and
comprises mostly of multifamily apartment buildings and a mix of
townhouses and single-family residences. The higher density multifamily
apartments are on the west side of North Highlands. South of Lee
Highway, in Lyon Village, there is a mix of small multifamily apartments
and townhouses directly fronting the corridor. Both neighborhoods have a
few commercial sites interspersed with the residential along Lee Highway.
This activity node has the largest core area and is the most disconnected
from Arlington’s northern neighborhoods due to the placement of I-66.
The depth of the core area and topography along I-66, offers opportunity
to increase development density and height with ample distance for
appropriate height and mass transitions. The part of the core area most
likely to change is the west side of North Highlands, which has many of
the corridor’s largest parcels that offer important redevelopment and
infill potential. The 2016 Visioning study analyzed this node in detail,
particularly west of Spout Run Parkway.

•

Most of the businesses in this part of the corridor are neighborhood
serving and there is a mix of both general (i.e. retail and restaurants)
and service commercial uses.

the three HCD areas are located in North Highlands and one is located in
both North Highlands and Lyon Village (See Appendix for map highlighting
location of HCD areas).

•

Service commercial uses include several used car lots and a gas
station.

Public Schools, Facilities & Spaces

•

Commercial uses west of Spout Run Parkway are designated service
commercial in the GLUP.

•

With the exception of Mom’s Organic Market, commercial uses east
of Spout Run Parkway, are designated low and low-medium density
residential.

•

The Planning Study will recommend changes to the GLUP and zoning
to match the Plan’s vision for those commercial sites, particularly, if
the vision is to encourage mixed-use or additional commercial along
the corridor.

Residential uses:
• In the core area of North Highlands are designated low-medium
density residential in the GLUP, with the exception of the
easternmost end, which is designated medium density residential.
•

General Characteristics of the Residential Area

Both neighborhoods are within easy walking and biking distance to
adjacent neighborhoods such as Rosslyn, Courthouse, and Georgetown
(via the Custis Trail), as well as to the broader region via the Courthouse
Metro station (Silver and Orange lines).
Outside of the core areas, in both North Highlands and Lyon Village, are
primarily single-family detached dwellings. In Lyon Village, these homes
were built in accordance with developer Frank Lyon’s master plan for the
area. In North Highlands, the single-family houses are of more recent
construction. The east side of North Highlands also has two-family and
townhouse dwellings outside of the core.

Land Use and Zoning
Commercial uses:
•

Located within the core areas primarily in small shopping centers,
however, some are also located in stand-alone buildings along Lee
Highway (like the 7-11 and Burger 7).

•

Lyon Village Shopping Center at Spout Run Parkway is anchored by
the Giant supermarket with a mix of local and national businesses
supporting it, including the much beloved Italian Store.

•

Mom’s Organic supermarket anchors the mixed-use development at
N. Veitch St. and Lee Highway.
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In the core area of Lyon Village (south side of Lee Highway) are
designated low density residential, with the exception of the Lyon
Village apartments which is designated low-medium density
residential.

•

Outside of the core, residential uses in both North Highlands and
Lyon Village are designated low density residential.

•

The Planning Study will also recommend changes to the GLUP and
zoning to match the Plan’s vision for the residential areas in the
core, particularly, if the vision is to increase housing options and/or
density.

Each commercial center has the basic components of a social hub. For
example, the Italian Store and adjacent Starbucks together function as a
gathering place for many in the community. Mom’s Organic Market is part
of a mixed-use development of residential and commercial uses that is
adjacent to both McCoy Park and the Custis Trail.
The 2016 Visioning Study identified this activity node as an area that
could be an appropriate place for increased intensity and infill. The
area’s proximity to Metro offers great opportunity for transit-oriented
development. Due to changes in topography and the I-66 perimeter,
issues of taller buildings adjacent to existing single-family homes are
minimized here.

Housing Conservation District Areas

This area includes three large Housing Conservation District (HCD) areas
that encompass several apartment complexes, classified as Market Rate
Affordable (MARK) housing at the time the HCD was established. Two of

Public space amenities in this area include one park in Lyon Village and
two parks in North Highlands. The historic Lyon Village Park contains
the Lyon Village House, a gathering space for the community, as well
as, recreational areas and a playground. On the west side of North
Highlands, McCoy Park provides a gathering space with covered seating
areas. This park is adjacent to the Custis Trail, a shared bicycle and
pedestrian trail. On the east side, is the Dawson Terrace Community
Center, which is near Fort Bennett Park and Palisades Trail, the largest
park in this area. There are no schools in either neighborhood within the
study area boundary, although Key Elementary School is located just
outside the Lyon Village boundary and Dorothy Hamm Middle School is
located further southwest.
The 2016 Visioning Study identified three potential locations for
additional open space in the west side of North Highlands. The Planning
Study will evaluate the Vision Study’s proposed locations for public open
spaces to validate their need, location, and determine the best way to
integrate them to the corridor-wide public space network.

Transportation & Urban Design

Like Waverly Hills, Old Dominion, Cherrydale and Maywood, North
Highlands and Lyon Village are located on the old W&OD’s Great Falls
route. The rail line, which travelled from Washington into Arlington,
branched off in Rosslyn and travelled north through these neighborhoods
with several stops where I-66 is currently located. Three of the stops in
this area were located in the portion of I-66 that splits Lee Highway, just
west of N. Fort Myer Drive. Four additional stops were located on the
portion of I-66 north of Lee Highway.
The segment of Lee Highway in this area has the widest right-of-way and
the highest volume of traffic. With six lanes separated by medians that
vary in size and width and interspersed with turn lanes, this is a segment
of Lee Highway that is generally auto-oriented. Sidewalks are narrow
with few street trees or other barriers to separate pedestrians from cars.
Dedicated bike lanes exist in some areas. The intersection of Spout Run
Parkway and Lee Highway has a high number of vehicle, pedestrian, and
bike/other collisions.
Proximity to nearby Courthouse and Clarendon Metro stations means
that many residents can walk to metrorail and travel further without a
car. Pedestrians crossing Lee Highway feel unprotected due to the speed
of the cars and the width of the road. The Custis Trail runs parallel to
Lee Highway in this area, which is used for recreational and commuter
bicycle traffic. Key Boulevard provides another parallel route for bicyclists.
North Highlands + Lyon Village

There are, however, very few bicycle facilities running north-south across
Lee Highway in this area, and justifiably bicyclists feel vulnerable cycling
through the neighborhoods.
West of N. Veitch Street most of the residential buildings with frontage
along Lee Highway are built close to the road, however, the width of the
roadway and scale of buildings does not help to frame the street. In the
east end, most of the residential buildings are significantly set back
from the edge of Lee Highway. Commercial buildings are generally set
back with surface parking lots fronting Lee Highway, much of which was
predicated on by-right setback regulations. Inside the neighborhoods,
single-family areas have smaller front setbacks. The multi-family areas
typically have larger front yards or are set back significantly from the
street and the buildings are surrounded by semi-public green spaces.
Neighborhood roads in the west side of North Highlands have sidewalks
but lack trees and do not connect to either the east or west due to
topography challenges and I-66. Thus, providing parallel bike routes
north of Lee Highway may not be feasible unless new streets are built
through redevelopment and topographical and I-66 crossing barriers can
be overcome. Roads in Lyon Village to the south are better-connected,
narrower and tree-lined. The connected street grid in the south provides
several opportunities for parallel bike routes.

Environment

As a result of large surface parking lots in multifamily and commercial
developments, these neighborhoods have significant amounts of
impervious surfaces in the core areas, particularly the west side of North
Highlands. Tree canopy is more prevalent in Lyon Village and the east
side of North Highlands.. Flooding and stormwater challenges, a result
of the Spout Run culvert, are existing issues in North Highlands at the
intersection of Lee Highway and the Spout Run Parkway and in Lyon
Village along Kirkwood Road, just south of the Walgreens.

Building Form

Although North Highlands and Lyon Village were built along the rail
line, the buildings along Lee Highway’s frontage were not all built in the
same compact form, close to the street edge like the historic buildings
in Cherrydale. Building forms in this area vary significantly. The variety of
building forms and site configurations, combined with the large expansive
parking lots, result in public spaces that are not well integrated and
contribute to a poorly defined public realm.
Residential buildings:
•

Multifamily buildings are primarily low- to mid-rise, except several
high-rise multifamily buildings (such as Potomac Tower and Verde
Pointe apartments) exist in the west side of North Highlands.

North Highlands + Lyon Village

•

Multifamily buildings are garden apartment complexes or standalone buildings with surface or underground parking.

•

The multifamily parcels in the study area vary greatly in size. The
majority, however, are over 20,000 sf.

•

The two largest multifamily sites in North Highlands are the Potomac
Tower apartments and Cardinal House Condominiums, each nearly 7
acres in size.

•

The Potomac Tower and Park Adams apartment sites, for example,
potentially offer the best opportunity for infill development.

•

There are one-family detached, one-family attached (townhouses)
and two-family buildings located in clusters throughout North
Highlands and along Lee Highway in Lyon Village.

Mixed-use buildings:
• One mixed-use building, occupied partially by Mom’s Organic
supermarket, is located at N. Veitch Street.
•

This low-rise liner building conceals above-grade parking in the
middle of the development from the street view.

Commercial buildings:
• Commercial buildings are primarily single-story, stand-alone
buildings, except for the Air Force Association office building, which
is 5-stories.
•

The Air Force Association building and another with dental offices
are two of the few office buildings at this end of Lee Highway.

•

Commercial parcels at the intersection of Lee Highway and Spout
Run Parkway/Kirkwood Road are large (between 97,000 sf and
171,000 sf) and deep (with over 250 feet of depth).

•

The largest commercial parcel is the Lyon Village Shopping Center,
which potentially offers the best opportunity for mixed- use
redevelopment.

•

Commercial parcels on Lee Highway between N. Adams and N.
Cleveland Streets are much smaller and shallower (ranging between
60-125 feet of depth). These parcels offer the opportunity for future
consolidation with a view to higher-density mixed-use or multifamily
development.

Historic and Cultural Resources

Lyon Village and North Highland, reflect the history of Arlington, as the
County moved from a 19th century summer retreat and farmland to
a 20th century patchwork of largely white suburban neighborhoods
meeting the housing needs of an increasing number of middle-income
families. The neighborhood of Lyon Village is south of Lee Highway and
occupies land purchased in 1846 by Robert Cruit as a retreat from his

Washington home. In the 1920s, developer Frank Lyon purchased and
planned the land and named it Lyon Village. The neighborhood was
landscaped with tree-lined streets, traffic circles, and an intricate system
of curvilinear roads that complemented the housing lots, which were less
than one acre in size. The original Cruit farmhouse was joined by classic
turn of the century and early 20th century structures whose styles varied
from Queen Anne homes to Craftsman bungalows. The neighborhood
experienced little new construction after the 1950s, encapsulating
the heyday of early 20th century Arlington in this small and distinct
neighborhood. In 2002, the Lyon Village Historic District was established
and added to the National Register of Historic Places. Located north
of Lee Highway, the North Highland neighborhood contains the only
surviving 18th century stone structure in the county, The Dawson House,
which was once the home of Thomas B. Dawson, contains the only known
portion of a tenant house remaining in Arlington and is the only building
still standing that was within Arlington’s Civil War fortifications. The
Dawson House became a local historic district in 1998, and the house
and grounds currently serve as a community center and park known as
the Dawson Terrace Community Center.
Both Lyon Village and North Highlands include several classic low-rise
apartments, whose groundbreaking design provided traditional upperclass amenities (electricity, natural light, and common open space) to
lower-income residents in multi-family buildings. They include garden
style apartment complexes and stand-alone buildings such as Park
Georgetown Apartments, McClaine Courts Apartments, Lyon Village
Apartments (1940) and the Palisade Gardens Apartments (1947).
Strip shopping centers, prominently sited at strategic intersections
and readily accessible by auto, such as the Lyon Village Shopping
Center (1964), were also constructed during the 1930s and 1940s to
accommodate the influx in population and popularity of the automobile.
In 1939, the Federal Government reclaimed land in the eastern corner
of North Highlands near the Key Bridge (now part of the North Rosslyn
neighborhood) for inclusion with the George Washington Parkway,
resulting in the demolition of the 1923 Washington and Old Dominion
(W&OD) Railroad passenger station. J. Willard Marriott opened his first
business, a Hot Shoppe restaurant, in May 1940 at 1325 Lee Highway.
The location of the Hot Shoppe was chosen because it was near the Key
Bridge and it was anticipated that the heavy automobile traffic would
attract customers. Later in 1959, the Marriott company built the Marriott
Motor Hotel next to his restaurant, and by 1970 Marriott expanded the
complex into the current Key Bridge Marriott hotel building. This site is
the gateway to the Lee Highway neighborhoods.
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The diagram below depicts the locations of some of the sites researched during the Plan Lee Highway Cultural Resources Survey and the locations of currently designated
historic resources. The sites listed below, which are found within this neighborhood area, are considered to have contributed significantly to one or more facets of Lee
Highway’s history. The contribution of these resources may extend far beyond the architectural value of the building itself (in fact, in many instances the original building is
no longer extant) into the broader social, cultural and historical contexts of Lee Highway. Other significant sites in this area (such as Calvert Manor and the Dawson Terrace
Community Center), which were previously researched and were not part of the PLH Cultural Resources Survey, are not listed below. Additional information on the history
of the corridor, including the development of its surrounding neighborhoods and sites researched for this study, can be found in the Plan Lee Highway Historic and Cultural
Resources Report.

Site
33 Park Georgetown Apartments
34 Palisade Gardens Condominiums
35 McClaine Courts Apartments

The Italian Store at Lyon Village Shopping Center

36 Lyon Village Apartments
37 Lyon Village Shopping Center
38 Fort Bennett Marker
39 Fort Strong Marker
40 Lyon Village Park
41 Thrifton Hill Park
42 Lyon Village Community House
43 Key Bridge Marriott Hotel
Park Georgetown Apartments

Source: AECOM, 2020

Arlington County Local
Historic Districts (Local)**
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)/
Virginia Landmarks Register (VLR)**

**For information about the different types of historic
designations and identification efforts and their implications on
development or requirements for preservation, please refer to
the Plan Lee Highway Existing Conditions Report.

NRHP/VLR Potentially Eligible**
Local and NRHP/VLR**
Planning Study Area
Open Space
Road
Metro Line
Metro Stop
Lyon Village Apartments
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North Highlands + Lyon Village

Neighborhood Aspirations – Listening to the Community’s Early Ideas
2019 Working Group and Community Forum Meetings1

Land Use Concept 1:
• Strong support for mixed-use development in the northwest and
southwest parcels at the intersection of Spout Run Parkway and Lee
Highway.
•
•

Strong support for pockets of higher-density residential (on the west
side of North Highlands) on parcels with large surface parking areas.
Strong support for a greater variety of housing types (in the form
of duplexes, triplexes and cottage housing) in the single-family
areas along I-66 and Lee Highway (in Lyon Village) and north of Lee
Highway (in North Highlands).

Land Use Concept 2:
• Strong support for mixed-use development at two key intersections
with Lee Highway (Spout Run Parkway and N. Scott Street) and along
Lee Highway between N. Adams and N. Veitch Streets.
•

•

Strong support for focusing the higher-density multifamily
development along the north side of the corridor between the mixeduse areas.
Strong support for a greater variety of housing types (as described
above) throughout most of North Highlands and along the south side
of Lee Highway (in Lyon Village).

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design Concept:
• Strong support for designating the entire length of Lee Highway as
the primary east-west pedestrian and bicycle connection.
•

•

•

Strong support for a secondary east-west connection of Lee Highway,
to provide better internal circulation in N. Highlands and reduce the
number of local trips that spill out onto Lee Highway.

2020 Public Workshop2

Land Use:
• Strong support for mixed-use in the northwest and southwest
corners of the intersection of Spout Run Parkway and Lee Highway
and along most of Lee Highway, as depicted in the second concept.
•

Some support for mixed-use at Lyon Village apartments.

•

Some support for more restaurants and shops along Lee Highway
instead of residential. At the same time, some concern it will make
area too busy and noisy.

•

Some support for live-work along Lee Highway to activate
streetscape and provide housing in an area that may not be ready to
sustain traditional retail.

•

Strong support for allowing non-conforming missing middle to
conform and continue to be built.

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design:
•

Strong support for addressing Lee Highway bicycle and pedestrian
safety:

General support for retaining existing businesses and adding
more neighborhood serving, family-oriented businesses that are
pedestrian friendly/oriented, as well as, light manufacturing, doggie
day cares and co-working and class B & C office space.

easier and safer crossings (walk signals better coordinated with
traffic conditions and red lights, clearly visible intersections with
paintings/markings and pedestrian islands),

•

reduced speeds,

•

separation between pedestrians, bikes and cars,

•

improved lighting,

•

Some support for small retail/restaurants off main corridors.

•

undergrounding utilities,

•

Strong support for new buildings to be designed with ground
floor spaces that are versatile and adaptable to market changes,
particularly for re-use of office spaces.

•

wider sidewalks,

•

trees and

•

better signage

•

Strong support for aging in community with independent living.

•

Strong support for diversity of housing types, increased density and
redevelopment, on the west side of North Highlands. Differing points
of view on height of new development (8-14 stories).

•

In Lyon Village, along Lee Highway, more support for low and mid-rise
(not high-rise) development.

•

Strong support for designating Veitch Street, N. Cleveland Street and
N. Highlands Street as desired north-south pedestrian and bicycle
connections connecting N. Highlands to metro.

North Highlands + Lyon Village

•

•

Strong support for another secondary east-west pedestrian and
bicycle connection south of Lee Highway, along 17th Street N., to
connect Lyon Village to Cherrydale.

1
The diagrams on the next page represent a synthesis of ideas that emerged from 2019 interactions
with the Plan Lee Highway Working Group and Community Forum on land use, public spaces, transportation &
urban design, sustainability, and economic vitality. Stakeholders proposed locations for new business growth,
residential densification and mixed-use development. They also suggested enhancing connectivity to and
from destinations prioritized by cyclists, pedestrians and transit riders. These ideas were shared more broadly
with the community, to solicit input during an in-person workshop on January 31, and February 1, 2020 and a
digital workshop made available on the project website thru February 25th.

3 and 4-plexes throughout and small apartment buildings in
residential edges only; b) if there is a variety in price points
but similar architectural quality levels; and c) if sustainability is
considered.

Differing points of view on expanding housing types in single-family
areas south of Lee Highway in Lyon Village:
•

Many support it because it provides housing for a range of
people (including middle and low income, first time home
buyers, seniors wishing to age-in place and disabled) and is
close to metro.

•

Others oppose it and are concerned it will change the character
of the neighborhood.

•

Some support new types of housing throughout planning area,
not just hashed blue areas, if a) the buildings are duplexes,

Shown here is a summary of the input (key community preferences and priorities) from the broader
community on the emerging ideas from the 2019 Working Group and Community Forum meetings, which were
presented during the in-person and digital workshop. A synthesis of more detailed input received for each area
can be found in the Appendix.
2

•

Strong support for better walking accessibility (i.e. filling gaps in
sidewalks) to parks (particularly from Fort CF Smith Park to Thrifton
Hill Park) in neighborhoods, metro, mom’s organic market, other
shopping centers, schools, GMU, I-66 underpass, future community
center at Dawson Terrace and length of Lee Highway.

•

Strong support for better and safer bicycle access (i.e. filling gaps in
bike routes, making bike bridges safer, visible and clearly marked
signage) to all of the above, Cherrydale and neighborhoods to the
west, Georgetown, RB corridor jobs, and bicycle trails.

•

Strong support for improving access to undeveloped green spaces
along the edges, especially along Spout Run and GW Parkway
that touch the neighborhoods and street grid. Consider separate
pedestrian and bicycle routes that connect residents to these green
spaces.

•

Strong support for transit service to connect the area to metro, DC (1
bus now), Tysons and Pentagon.

•

Strong support for making connections and transfers easier.
Consider a park and ride option along Lee Highway further west.

•

Strong support for better transit along Lee Highway going eastwest and private shuttles or circulators running between nodes
connecting neighborhoods together.
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•

Strong support for improved transit services (bus frequency with
fewer stops and on time, bus shelters) and dedicating 3rd lane on
Lee Highway for transit.

•

Strong support for creating more gathering spaces and a variety
of spaces such as, outdoor cafes, restaurants, breweries, public/
private plazas with water features, playgrounds and new pocket
parks (especially on north side of Lee Highway).

•

Some support for a new elementary school that can utilize Dawson
Terrace for its outdoor play space.

Guiding Ideas For Scenarios
Proposed 2050 Vision: The Spout Run intersection (Lyon Village Shopping
Center and Walgreens sites) will become a stronger social and economic
hub for its adjoining communities. The west side of North Highlands will
become more transit, pedestrian and cycle-oriented through improved
connections across Lee Highway to the Metro, improved public space
connections east-west through the Core Area and significant infill
housing development (low-, middle- and high rise). The east side of North
Highlands will remain a residential community with a mix of architectural
styles and building types that are low to mid-rise. The south side of Lee
Highway, in Lyon Village, will also become more transit, pedestrian and
cycle-oriented through mixed-use and housing development (low- and
mid-rise) that transitions gradually to the surrounding single-family
neighborhood. North Highlands and Lyon Village will be characterized by
its canopy of trees and lush green areas.

Additional Input:
• Strong support for redevelopment to correspond with increased
transit service, a safe and continuous network of pedestrian
and cycle routes and facilities (particularly along Lee Highway),
additional parks and plazas and enhanced stormwater infrastructure
(potentially daylighting Spout Run) and sustainability (solar roofs).
•

Strong support for neighborhoods to be walkable, sustainable and
diverse in all ways (economic, social, activities, housing types).

•

Strong support for a connection to nature

•

Some support for highlighting the history of Frank Lyon’s planning
and vision while recognizing the restrictive deeds in the area during
the segregation era. Additionally, desire to highlight the story of
growth and/or change of neighborhoods throughout the decades,
early trolley cars and civil war trails.

Land Use Concept 1

The planning team intends to study the following concepts associated
with key planning elements established at the beginning of the study
process. These concepts were derived from the synthesis of public
engagement to date as well as interactions with key stakeholders and
the analysis of the existing conditions, opportunities and constraints of
the neighborhood areas. These concepts will inform alternative means
of meeting the stated goals of the Planning Study. While these concepts
are not the only ideas that will be studied in Phase 2, they represent
the current understanding of important opportunities to be explored as
voiced by residents, businesses and other stakeholders and the major
challenges to be addressed in future planning alternatives.

Land Use
Land Use Concept 2

New
Businesses
New Housing

Public Spaces, Transportation and Urban Design Concept
Off Street Route

Planned Off
Street Route

On Street Route

Planned On
Street Route

Bike Lane

Planned Bike Lane

Desired Pedestrian/Bike Connection
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New
Mixed-Use
Sensitive Edges

•

Explore increasing residential density both north and south of Lee
Highway, in the core and residential edges.

•

Explore opportunities for new mixed-use redevelopment along Lee
Highway including the northwest and southwest parcels at the
intersection of Spout Run Parkway and Lee Highway, and the area
between N. Veitch and N. Adams Streets.

•

Explore opportunities for additional small neighborhood-serving
commercial clusters along Lee Highway, such as at the intersection
of N. Cleveland St. and Lee Highway.

•

Study potential for parcel consolidation of shallow parcels with
frontage on Lee Highway and the adjoining parcels within the same
block to achieve more realistic redevelopment and/or provide space
for transitional development.

Desired Pedestrian/Bike Destination

North Highlands + Lyon Village

Economic Vitality

Building Form

Public Schools, Facilities and Spaces

•

Explore ways to accommodate a full range (types and formats) of
neighborhood serving uses, in addition to retail, restaurants, cafes
and personal services that are accessible to all modes of travel.

•

Study options to take advantage of topography to increase
development density and height in context sensitive ways, such as at
Lee Highway and Spout Run Parkway.

•

Explore opportunities for new gathering spaces, especially north of
Lee Highway, to serve as social hubs that are integrated into existing
residential fabric.

•

Test-fit opportunities for larger format retail, through the land use
scenarios, that are compatible with the desired vision for each area.

•

•

Refer to the 2016 Visioning Study for the suggested open space
locations in this area.

•

Evaluate ways commercial areas can provide opportunities for third
place destinations - those spaces where people congregate that are
outside of the home and workplace.

Explore design techniques that achieve appropriate height and mass
transitions - from taller buildings along I-66 that gradually transition
down to Lee Highway.

•

Refer to the 2016 Visioning Study for the suggested development
pattern and building forms for this area.

•

•

•

•

Explore opportunities to create gathering places in commercial
areas that also incorporate green space, such as in the Lyon Village
Shopping Center.
Study ways buildings can be designed and entitled to provide
flexible ground floor space that can respond to market changes and
accommodate different uses other than traditional retail.

•

Explore different parking strategies that can provide flexibility over
time as demand for parking changes and new mobility options
emerge, as well as, better parking access and configuration in
commercial areas.

•

Study ways to improve east-west connectivity (street network) north
of Lee Highway in North Highlands

•

Explore opportunities for zoning to accommodate arts (fine arts,
visual arts and performing arts) and cultural uses.

Explore opportunities for enhancing north-south streets on the west
side of North Highlands to establish pedestrian/bike connections.

•

Explore opportunities for a bike connection to Spout Run Parkway
trail in the east side of North Highlands.

•

Explore opportunities for integrating protected bike lanes or a
separated cycle track within the Lee Highway right-of-way. Per the
Bike Element of the MTP, considerations include marking a bicycle
lane along eastbound Lee Highway between N. Veitch and N. Lynn
Streets and developing an enhanced bicycle facility on Lee Highway
between N. Veitch Street and N. Quincy Street.

Housing
•

Explore mid-rise and high-rise apartments within larger
redevelopment parcels north of Lee Highway in North Highlands.

•

Study appropriate areas to integrate missing middle housing types
both north and south of Lee Highway, in the core and residential
edges (including duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes and small apartment
buildings).

•

Transportation and Urban Design

Evaluate the potential of HCD sites to maintain existing MARKs and
explore redevelopment options that provide new affordable units, in
line with HCD policy development. Explore potential of other sites to
provide affordable housing, including in mixed-use developments.
And, evaluate how other planning goals can be met with affordability
goals.

North Highlands + Lyon Village

Explore opportunities for widening sidewalks and adding trees on
Kirkwood Road/Spout Run Parkway, as well as, the north and south
sides of Lee Highway from Veitch Street west to I-66 (and beyond).

•

Explore flexible lanes for transit facilities, such as peak hour bus,
and/or HOV only lanes on Lee Highway.

•

Study ways to improve pedestrian and cyclist crossings, particularly
at Spout Run Parkway and Lee Highway.

•

Explore ways to improve the Key Boulevard Trail between Uhle and N.
Scott Street. Per the Bike Element of the MTP, considerations include
resurfacing and renovating the trail, providing wider paved surface
with less-abrupt curves, improve the connection between the east
end of the trail and N. Scott Street and addition of trail lighting.

Historic and Cultural Resources
•

Explore ways to increase awareness of Civil War Fort sites and
Dawson Terrace Community Center

•

Explore ways to integrate the story of the street car into the
streetscape transformation of Lee Highway

Sustainability and Resiliency
•

In the core, explore ways to reduce impervious coverage and retain/
increase tree canopy, through redevelopment and creation of new
tree planting spaces, to enhance the connection to nature.

•

Subject to existing or designated curbside inlets, study ways to add
curbside rain gardens to streets intersecting Lee Highway in the core
area.

•

Study ways to incorporate public spaces that can detain stormwater
run-off, where large stormwater flows cross Lee highway (including
underground assets such as detention pipes and/or vaults).

•

Explore building placement options that orient new buildings to
maximize solar access and minimize energy demand.

•

Study ways to address energy efficiency and renewable energy
opportunities on public and private buildings to address climate
change.

•

Study (storm)water quality and runoff mitigation strategies including
bioretention, green roofs, permeable pavement, and impervious
cover removal, tree canopy conservation and planting.
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Looking Forward: Proposed
2050 Vision, Corridor
Connections and Destinations
In 2050, the Lee Highway Corridor will act as a series of connected
activity nodes that serve the existing community and new residents
and businesses. Each activity node will have its own mix of uses, mix
of housing types and development intensity based on their guiding
vision and proximity to rapid transit and other neighborhood serving
commercial centers. In East Falls Church and Cherrydale, the mix of
uses, mix of housing types and development intensity will be based on
their respective adopted plans. The enhanced transportation network of
multi-modal facilities, will link corridor neighborhoods with activity nodes
better. Linkages will occur both along Lee Highway and along parallel
routes (where feasible), connecting neighborhoods to the centers of the
activity nodes, nearby parks and natural areas, other neighborhoods
and the Rosslyn - Ballston corridor. The public spaces and stormwater
management systems will function as an interconnected network that
together will minimize flooding impacts.
The five neighborhood areas will have their own vision (as proposed
below) for guiding future development. Each neighborhood area will
have a primary activity node, anchored around a major intersection,
that will define its main center of activity. Depending on the size of the
neighborhoods, some areas will also have secondary activity nodes.
Activity nodes in the eastern and western most extent (Area 1 and 5) of
the corridor have the greatest potential to accommodate high density
development due to their proximity to Metro and access to trails and
bus routes. Area 3 also offers opportunities for higher density and can
leverage its direct connection to Ballston to improve access to rapid
transit. These areas include larger properties of single ownership that
can accommodate narrower / taller infill development or redevelopment.
Areas 2 and 4 are more suited for low to moderate density development.
Properties in this area are smaller in size, adjacent to single-family areas
and have limited access to rapid transit. All five areas offer opportunities
for a variety of development types.

Area 3 2050 Vision

Area 2 2050 Vision
Area 1 2050 Vision

As per the 2011 plan, East Falls Church will continue to evolve into a mixeduse and transit-oriented community. As a result, improving the public space
network and multi-modal mobility will be a primary focus of future study
in Phase 2. This area will experience safer street crossings and improved
pedestrian and cycle access to Metro and nearby parks and trails.
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This area will build on its “front porch” neighborly identity by transforming
Lee Highway and the emerging social hubs (surrounding its community
centers and the N. Harrison Street intersection), into welcoming,
walkable, and cyclable destinations of low to medium intensity. The
buildings in the core area will have its own distinct character (that
compliments the surrounding neighborhood) and diverse businesses,
while the neighborhoods continue to be “a place where children play on
the streets and people come together for block parties”.

The Lee Heights shopping center will
become a stronger social and economic
hub for its adjoining communities.
The revitalized shopping center and
surrounding properties, with its signature
main street and plazas, will be the
main public gathering space for the
communities. This will be ringed by an
urban neighborhood with a mix of low-,
middle- and high-rise buildings. This core
area will be surrounded by its historic
neighborhoods and will be characterized
by its canopy of trees and lush green
areas.

This map depicts the potential locations of activity nodes within the five
neighborhood areas along the corridor, as well as, the general locations
where publicly accessible open space will be considered to serve those
nodes and surrounding neighborhoods. The map also highlights the
major routes identified for multi- modal connections as well as the
parallel routes for desired pedestrian and cycle network enhancements.
The proposed vision for 2050 and preliminary ideas shown on this map,
emerged during community engagement activities. The vision and ideas
are general and are intended to be a starting point for discussion, as they
will be refined, and potentially changed, with further community input
during the land use scenario analysis in Phase 2.
Definition:
Primary Activity Nodes
General locations of the main centers of activity in a neighborhood area,
anchored around major intersections.
Secondary Activity Nodes
General locations of additional smaller hubs of activity in a neighborhood
area.
Publicly Accessible Open Space
General location of areas that will be considered for publicly accessible
open space to serve the activity nodes and surrounding neighborhoods.
Major Multi-Modal Routes
Major routes with the greatest potential and need for enhancements to
accommodate multiple modes of travel including transit, pedestrian and
cycle.
Minor Multi-Modal Routes (Pedestrian and Cycle Routes)
Parallel routes, at the neighborhood street level, with the greatest
potential and need for pedestrian and cycle enhancements.

Area 5 (West & East) 2050 Vision

Area 4 2050 Vision

As per the Cherrydale Revitalization Plan, Cherrydale
and Maywood will continue to evolve into a cohesive,
vibrant and walkable mixed-use and commercial
area. As a result, improving the public space network
and multi-modal mobility will be a primary focus of
future study in Phase 2. This area will experience
safer street crossings and improved pedestrian and
cycle access to Metro and nearby parks and trails.

The Spout Run intersection (Lyon Village Shopping Center
and Walgreens sites) will become a stronger social and
economic hub for its adjoining communities. The west side
of North Highlands will become more transit, pedestrian and
cycle-oriented through improved connections across Lee
Highway to the Metro, improved public space connections
east-west through the Core Area and significant infill housing
development (low-, middle- and high rise). The east side of
North Highlands will remain a residential community with
a mix of architectural styles and building types that are low
to mid-rise. The south side of Lee Highway, in Lyon Village,
will also become more transit, pedestrian and cycle-oriented
through mixed-use and housing development (low- and midrise) that transitions gradually to the surrounding singlefamily neighborhood. North Highlands and Lyon Village will be
characterized by its canopy of trees and lush green areas.
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